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Abstract
Rockfall presents an ongoing challenge to the safe operation of transportation infrastructure across
Canada, creating hazardous conditions which can result in damage to roads and railways, as well as loss
of life. Conventional rockfall risk assessment frameworks involve the determination of several pieces of
information relevant to hazard management including where rockfalls might come from, how frequently
they will fall, and how large the falls will be. Another important piece of information is the likelihood
that a given fall will reach the road or railway. One method of estimating this likelihood is the use of
rockfall runout programs which simulate the 3D trajectories of volumes of falling rock. The focus of this
research is the development and testing of a new rockfall simulation workflow which uses the Unity3D
game engine and other complimentary 3D modelling software packages.
The simulation method developed has been applied to two different rockfall field studies from
the literature, one in Ehime Japan, and one in the Port Hills region of New Zealand. Rockfall runout
information collected at these sites including translational and rotational velocity, and deposition
location, has been used to test the ability of our technique to simulate rockfall trajectories which are
realistic compared to rockfall events on real slopes. A parametric investigation into the various inputs
necessary to setup a basic rockfall simulation was also completed in order to identify any key
sensitivities in the model.
The workflow necessary to produce 3D rockfall simulations using Unity3D is outlined. The
technique is capable of simulating the trajectories of multiple moving fragments at once and supports
the use of high-resolution 3D geometry extracted from remote sensing datasets. Using this workflow
five fragmental rockfall events from our field study sites in South-Central, British Columbia were
simulated. The results of this work demonstrate the capability our rockfall simulation tool to model
complex rockfall scenarios using high-resolution (<10 cm) terrestrial laser scanning inputs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Project Background
Rockfall is a mass-movement hazard which threatens communities and infrastructure world-wide. This
hazard is particularly problematic along transportation corridors in western Canada where highways and
railways have been constructed in narrow river valleys adjacent to steep rock slopes (Figure 1-1). For
transportation operators the management of these hazards represents an ongoing engineering
challenge with significant economic costs and safety concerns (Turner and Jayaprakash 2012). As a
result, highway and railway stakeholders are interested in the development of new methods and
technologies to effectively identify, monitor and assess rockfall hazards afflicting transportation
corridors.

Figure 1-1: A section of Canadian National Railway running along the Thompson River in British Columbia.
This site is one example of the challenging slope conditions present for transportation operators in western
Canada. (Photo courtesy of Peter Gloor. Available at www.railpictures.ca)
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The work comprising this thesis has been completed as part of a larger collaborative research
effort known as the Railway Ground Hazard Research Program (RGHRP). The RGHRP was initiated in
2003, as a collaborative partnership between Canadian industry and academia, and includes the
Canadian National (CN) Railway, the Canadian Pacific (CP) Railway, Transport Canada, the Geological
Survey of Canada, Queen’s University, and the University of Alberta. The focus of the RGHRP is to
provide an improved understanding of ground hazards which have the potential to adversely affect
transportation infrastructure, such as ground subsidence, debris flow, and rockfall, and to develop
practical solutions for their identification and management.
Research conducted at Queen’s University as part of the RGHRP is focused on the assessment of
hazardous rock slopes using remote sensing techniques such as Aerial Laser Scanning (ALS), Terrestrial
Laser Scanning (TLS), and Structure from Motion Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS) Photogrammetry. Each
of these technologies provide a means of generating 3D models of the slope surface, supporting a wide
range of geotechnical and geomechanical analyses. To date, notable research completed by the group
includes:
•

The construction of a rockfall database from change detection data for analyzing frequencymagnitude relationships and triggering events (van Veen 2016)

•

An exploration of rockfall modelling techniques using game engine technology and highresolution remote sensing data (Ondercin 2016)

•

The analysis of structural constraints on the detection of pre-failure rockfall deformation (Rowe
2017)

•

Development of small scale deformation detection methods and near-continuous monitoring
techniques for rockfall deformation analysis and early warning (Kromer 2017)
This body of work represents the ongoing development of techniques which aid in the

identification, characterization, and analysis of rockfall hazards. The majority of past and current
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investigation has been focused on the study of rockfall hazards in south-central British Columbia, along
sections of the CN mainline heading towards the port of Vancouver. In this region, and other
transportation corridors across Canada, rockfall has the potential to cause significant service
interruptions, damage to infrastructure, and in severe cases, loss of life. The work completed by the
Queen’s University RGHRP team is part of an ongoing effort to help transportation operators more
effectively manage rockfall hazards, attempting to mitigate potential financial losses due to rockfall and
provide safe operating conditions for personnel and the public.

1.2 Thesis Scope and Objectives
The work presented in this thesis is a direct continuation of previous work completed by Matthew
Ondercin, exploring the use of game engine technology as a platform for developing rockfall simulations.
The primary objective of this thesis is to further investigate the potential this technology has for creating
realistic rockfall simulations, with an emphasis on testing model performance using data from field scale
rockfall experiments and natural rockfalls, as well as developing further rockfall simulation capabilities.
This objective is separated into a number of project tasks:
•

Refine and document the workflow necessary to move from field data such as high-resolution
point clouds and site photographs to a functioning 3D rockfall simulation in the Unity game
engine

•

Develop a methodology for incorporating the rockfall shape and structure detected from
sequential TLS scans into our game-engine based rockfall simulation

•

Carry out a parametric analysis of input parameters in order to better understand model
performance and identify any key sensitivities

•

Compare simulation results to recorded data from field scale rockfall experiments, with an
emphasis on kinematic information such as translational and rotational velocity
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•

Test the techniques ability to model fragmental rockfall runout for natural rockfall cases
detected along the Thompson-Fraser River corridor using high-resolution 3D point clouds and
site imagery
The overall goal of this work is to further investigate the potential of our game-engine based

technique to reliably simulate rockfall runout, including rockfall behaviour which cannot currently be
modelled using other rockfall modelling software.

1.3 Thesis Format and Outline
This thesis has been written following the guidelines and requirements outlined by the School of
Graduate Studies at Queen’s University and uses a manuscript style format.
Chapter 2 lays out the step-by-step process of generating a rockfall simulation using our game-engine
based technique.
Chapter 3 explores simulation performance through parametric analysis and the simulation of rockfall
experiments from the literature.
Chapter 4 explores the ability of the technique to simulate natural rockfall cases detected using TLS, and
the applicability of forward models for the same sites.
Chapter 5 discusses the results of the work presented in Chapters 2 through 4, as well as the main
conclusions of the research project and recommended future work.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have been written as standalone manuscripts for the purpose of submission to
scientific journals and each contain a brief review of literature relevant to each of the topics.
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Chapter 2: A Workflow for Generating Game-Engine Hosted Rockfall
Simulations Using Remote Sensing Inputs
2.1 Introduction
Rockfall is a geological process which involves the conditioning, detachment, and downslope movement
of material from rock outcroppings (Higgins and Andrew 2012). It is a process most commonly found in,
but not confined to, mountainous environments where steep slopes are present and erosion and
weathering rates are high. Risk due to rockfall may include: transportation service interruptions, severe
damage to building and transportation infrastructure, and in some cases loss of life. An example of this
is a 53,000 m3 rockfall event which occurred in November 2012, approximately 150 km northeast of
Vancouver in the Fraser River valley. The event resulted in the burial of 100 m of Canadian National Rail
line, the destruction of a 21 m long rockfall protection shed, and 4 days in rail service interruption
(Kromer et al. 2017).
It is important that we can properly assess and manage risk due to rockfall in order to mitigate
against potential consequences. A general process for the management of slope failures such as rockfall
is outlined in the Canadian Technical Guidelines and Best Practices related to Landslides (VanDine 2012).
The risk management process includes the identification of rockfall risk scenarios, such as locating
potential rockfall source zones and elements at risk. For each rockfall scenario identified it is necessary
to carry out analyses estimating important information such as the likelihood of rockfall occurrence and
the probability that rockfall material will reach a given area. Consider the simple case in Figure 2-1. The
buildings here are subject to rockfall hazard from the mountain slope above. As an engineer you are
tasked with carrying out a rockfall risk assessment with the ultimate goal of designing a mitigation
strategy to protect the infrastructure at the base of the slope. With a limited budget and no prior
knowledge of rockfall in the area you might decide to place a deflection berm or catchment system in
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front of the western cluster of buildings as they are closer to source and present the highest density of
elements at risk. Shortly after, a large rockfall happens, travelling downslope and impacting one of the
eastern residences. A second rockfall event also takes place and due to local slope geometry and
sufficient kinetic energy, bounces over the deflection berm, impacting one of the western buildings.
Having not observed prior rockfall runout at the site, this chain of events would have been difficult to
predict. This is where modelling, in combination with geological data from direct observation and
remote sensing, can be a useful tool for supporting engineering decisions such as the placement of
protective structures.
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Figure 2-1: Depicting a simplified rockfall hazard scenario with an upslope source zone and two
developed regions in the valley below. In response to the hazard identified from the rockfall source a
protection structure is built without proper investigation into the potential rockfall runout
scenarios. Following construction two rockfall events occur, one travelling further east than
expected and impacting an unprotected residence, and the other bouncing over the protective wall
and into the more densely populated area.

Rockfall runout simulations are used to predict rockfall runout through empirical or numerical
methods which model the bouncing, rolling, and sliding of rockfall debris. These simulations are often
carried out as part of rockfall risk assessment programs, with the goal of providing information on
expected rockfall trajectories, runout distances, and impact energies; all important inputs to mitigation
design. Empirical models based on field observations have been in use since the early 1930’s with the
original model proposed by Heim (1932), relating the vertical and horizontal travel distance of rockfall
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debris using what is referred to today as the rockfall shadow angle or fahrboschung (Turner and Duffy
2012). With the increased availability of computing technology, numerical methods which attempt to
model the physical collision between simulated slopes and rockfall objects have become more common.
Early programs relied on simplified slope and rockfall geometries, using 2D slope profiles and point
masses for collision between the falling rock and slope. Increased processing power and advances in
computer graphics now allow for added model complexity, accounting for 3D slope and rockfall
geometries. This is important as it has been pointed out by authors such as Azzoni et al. (1995) that
there is often a lateral component to rockfall trajectory, in addition to the expected downslope
movement. Distinct geomorphic features such as gullies and ridges also play a role in preferentially
funneling rockfall material on the slope. The use of 2D profiles for modelling does not capture this more
complex 3D motion and can introduce user bias on the part of the engineer selecting the profiles. Any
rockfall model is constrained by how accurately the slope geometry is captured, with the availability of
quality 3D data being quite limited historically. The current availability of remote sensing techniques
such as terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and structure-from-motion (SfM) photogrammetry, now means
that 3D geometric information can be collected more easily for hazardous slopes, and often in highresolution.
In this paper we will demonstrate the workflow necessary to construct a functioning 3D rockfall
model using current game engine technology. The concept was originally explored by Ondercin (2016),
demonstrating that it is possible to use a game engine to create a rockfall modelling tool which is
capable of leveraging the quality of 3D data now available for hazardous rock slopes from modern
remote sensing techniques. Since this work, further development has been completed, adding features
to the modelling workflow such as the use of true rockfall shape, as well as rigid body debris interaction.
This paper outlines the necessary steps required to move from field data collected along hazardous rock
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slopes to a functioning rockfall model and showcases some of the more advanced processes which can
be simulated using this technology.

2.2 Game Engine Technology
A game engine is a software package which aids video game development by providing generic
functionality for the steps of game development that are common between broad classes of similar
games. This generic functionality includes features common to most games such as the rendering of
realistic graphics, simulated physics during object interaction, networking functionality, and player
control (de Byl 2015). This reduces the development overhead per game, removing the need for
developers to program these features every time they start creating a new game. In this sense, a game
engine is no different than any other Software Development Kit (SDK), providing developers with the
tools, libraries, and relevant documentation they need to develop software applications.
When considering the development of a 3D rockfall modelling application, there are numerous
components outside of the physical collision model itself which require attention. These include a user
interface (UI), 3D visualization for simulation results, and an input/output (IO) system supporting
relevant 3D data formats. Most industry standard game engines targeting 3D game development
provide all of these components with no programming required. Possibly the most important feature
that game engines offer for developing a rockfall modelling tool is an efficient but realistic library of
methods to simulate 3D physics. The generic 3D physics simulation offered by game engines provide a
movement system allowing simulated objects to translate and rotate under the influence of gravity and
other external forces, as well as to collide with other objects in 3D space. This is a vital feature as it
provides a basis for the movement of simulated rockfall debris in the game engine, including collision,
bouncing, rolling, and sliding along simulated slope objects.
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2.2.1 Unity3D
The engine used for the development of our rockfall simulation prototype is the Unity game engine
(Unity Technologies 2018). Unity, or Unity3D, is an integrated development environment and game
engine used to create interactive media, most commonly video games (Haas 2014).
Currently Unity3D is the most widely used third-party game engine by independent developers.
It boasts a low barrier to entry, often regarded as one of the easiest game engine environments to learn,
offering a free version which includes all of the core engine features, and published source code. An
extensive library of pre-made game assets are available freely and for purchase in the online Unity asset
store, and range from pre-fabricated 3D models such as trees to game-editing tools which extend the
game engine development environment. While it is possible for users to create their first games without
the need to write code, most games do require significant coding. Unity currently offers two different
scripting languages, C# and JavaScript.
Physics simulation in Unity is handled by the NVIDIA PhysX engine (NVIDIA Corporation 2017).
PhysX is a simulation SDK developed by physicists and computer scientists at NVIDIA which supports
processes such as rigid and soft body dynamics, as well as fluid and cloth simulation. In the context of
rockfall simulation, PhysX rigid body dynamics offer many useful features including continuous collision
detection between multiple bodies at once, as well as support for custom 3D geometries. Rigid body
simulation is essentially an iterative rigid body solver which solves contact and frictional constraints at
the impulse velocity level, allowing for the simulation of bouncing, rolling and sliding behaviour.
The use of Unity3D as a development platform for interactive media outside video games is not
new. Its application spans fields from biomedical visualization (e.g. Khalifa et al. 2015) to building
management (e.g. Shi et al. 2016). Examples from the geosciences include work done by Robinson
(2015) and Smid (2017) on the development of interactive virtual 3D field environments. These
examples demonstrate the applicability of the Unity game engine as a platform for developing media
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and visualization tools outside traditional entertainment and gaming. The following sections will outline
the workflow necessary to use Unity3D as a platform for rockfall simulation.
This research builds on the original proof-of-concept work completed by Ondercin (2016)
exploring the use of game engine technology for building rockfall simulations. This work was largely
motivated by limitations identified in current simulation programs, most notably their ability to handle
very high-resolution (<1 m) 3D terrain data. Many commonly used programs utilize 2D (slope profiles
(e.g. Rocscience Inc. 2016)) and 2.5D (raster data (e.g. Dorren et al. 2015)) representations of the slope
surface, limiting their ability to model lateral runout and overhanging slope geometry respectively.
While fully 3D models are now available, such as the RAMMS:ROCKFALL model (Bartelt et al. 2016), they
are rarely used to simulate runout with terrain data of resolutions higher than 1 m, and typically
recommend the use of digital elevation models (DEMs) with resolutions in the 1 – 10 m range. The
application of remote sensing techniques such as terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) and Structure-fromMotion Multi-View Stereo (SfM-MVS) Photogrammetry to slope monitoring permits the collection of
topographic information with significantly higher resolutions. The use of Unity3D as a platform for
rockfall simulation allows us to take advantage of the full resolution of these datasets, producing
simulations which use 3D slope models generated from point cloud data with centimeter scale point
spacings.
Available simulation programs are also limited in their ability to model rockfall runout comprised
of more than one moving object. Conventional simulation programs model the trajectories of single
blocks at a time and are therefore not well suited to modelling fragmental rockfalls which involve
multiple mobile rock fragments (Hungr and Evans 1988). The ability of modern game engines to simulate
the interaction of multiple moving bodies simultaneously is advantageous for the simulation of these
types of rockfall. The focus of the current development of our game-engine based rockfall simulation
workflow is the incorporation of realistic 3D rockfall shape, and methods to support the generation of
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fragmental rockfall simulations not currently possible using available modelling programs. A detailed
overview of existing rockfall modelling programs can be found in Volkwein et al. (2011), Turner and
Duffy (2012), and Vick (2015).

2.3 Simulation Workflow
The process of building a functional rockfall simulation in Unity from remote sensing datasets can be
broken down into three main phases: imagery and terrain data analysis, 3D asset modelling, and game
scene setup and scripting. An outline of the overall workflow required to produce a simulation can be
seen in Figure 2-2. The following sections will serve as a detailed walk-through of the steps required to
complete each phase of the simulation setup.
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Figure 2-2: Showing the general workflow moving from imagery and point cloud data collected at field sites to a
functional simulation in the Unity game engine. The software used to complete each processing step is shown next
to the process, including the software version. It should be noted that the software packages were selected based on
user experience with priority given to open-source packages.
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Example inputs and outputs for each of the steps will be discussed in the context of backanalyzing rockfall events which have been detected at our field sites as part of regular data collection
campaigns in western Canada. The case which is shown occurred between October 7th and 9th 2016 at a
site known as the White Canyon, located near the town of Lytton in south-central British Columbia. The
White Canyon includes a large rock slope, over 500 meters tall in sections, with complex morphology
consisting of large debris chutes and vertical rock spires. The slope is composed primarily of a heavily
jointed quartzo-feldspathic gneiss with notable amphibolite and mylonite layers. Intrusive phases of
gabbro, tonalite, and diorite crosscut the gneissic layering throughout the canyon and are related to the
emplacement of the nearby Mt. Lytton Batholith (Brown 1981; Greig 1989). At the base of the slope is a
section of the Canadian National Railway main line, a vital piece of transportation infrastructure heading
towards the port of Vancouver, and below this is the Thompson river. The site as well as its location in
western Canada are shown in Figure 2-3. Our interpretation of the October 2016 rockfall event can be
seen in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-3: A section of the White Canyon study area in western Canada, located near the town of Lytton,
British Columbia. A Canadian National train passing through the canyon is visible at the base of the slope
and above the Thompson River. (Photo Courtesy of Peter Gloor. Available on www.railpictures.ca)
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Figure 2-4: An interpretation of a rockfall event which took place upslope of the CN mainline in southcentral British Columbia, between October 7th and 9th 2016. Available data from the event suggests
that two masses of rock fell. A 6.2 m3 volume of rock fell from area (1). This material appears to have
slid downslope via the slide path delineated in purple (2). We believe the collision of this material with
the slope below resulted in a second 2.0 m3 failure (3). The accumulation of rockfall material at the base
of the track can be seen (4).

2.3.1 Imagery and Terrain Data Analysis
Imagery and terrain data analysis is the first phase of the workflow in which information about the
rockfall events we intend to model is extracted from available data for the site. For our field sites the
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two types of data which are collected are 3D point clouds and photos. In both cases, the data is typically
collected terrestrially at a distance no greater than 700 m away from the slope of interest. Point cloud
data is collected via TLS using either an Optech ILRIS 3D-ER or Riegl VZ-400i LiDAR system, producing
clouds with average point spacings of 10 cm or less. Each site is scanned from multiple established
scanning locations, with the acquired point clouds aligned together during the data processing phase,
reducing the level of occlusion in the dataset due to scanning vantage. While the main focus of
sequential data acquisition campaigns is on TLS data, point clouds of the slope are also intermittently
generated using SfM-MVS photogrammetry from photos collected using a Nikon D700 or similar camera.
Site imagery is collected using the same camera model with a 135 mm lens. The photos are taken with a
GigaPan EPIC Pro robotic camera mount, and stitched together into high-resolution site panoramas
using the software GigaPan Stitch (GigaPan Systems, 2013). A more detailed explanation of the typical
data collection process for our field sites can be seen in van Veen et al. (2017).
From this field data all of the information necessary to setup a rockfall simulation in Unity can be
extracted. This information includes:
1. Cleaned point cloud data which can be used for mesh generation and surface modelling
2. Change detection maps showing regions where rockfall has occurred and debris has
subsequently accumulated
3. Rockmass discontinuity information related to the shape, size and number of rock blocks in the
source zone
4. Information about the distribution of various surficial materials on the slope
The following subsections introduce the software packages used to extract this information and
will briefly mention the tools used in the software to carry out specific processing steps. The software
packages discussed are Blender (Blender Foundation 2017), CloudCompare (Cloud Compare 2017), and
PolyWorks (InnovMetric 2016). Detailed tutorials on how to use these programs and their underlying
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algorithms can be found on the software packages documentation pages
(http://www.cloudcompare.org/doc/wiki, https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual,
https://docs.blender.org/manual/en/dev/).

2.3.1.1 Cleaning and Change Detection
The mesh-ready point clouds and change detection results are extracted as part of the point cloud
processing workflow performed for all of the data collected at our field sites. This involves three main
phases: cleaning, registration and alignment, and change detection. All three phases can be completed
using either the 3D metrology software Polyworks, or the open-source point cloud processing software
CloudCompare. For this publication we will focus on the use of open-source applications as much as
possible and will discuss this phase of the workflow in the context of the steps taken using
CloudCompare.
Point cloud cleaning is done to remove unwanted points such as points outside of the analysis
area, or vegetation points which can negatively impact point cloud registration, resulting in poor
alignments. The removal of these points is done using manual segmentation in CloudCompare or
through semi-automated classification techniques such as CANUPO Classification (Brodu and Lague
2012). Sequential cleaned point clouds are aligned using registration algorithms (ie. Iterative Closest
Point (ICP)) which fit two point clouds together in the same coordinate space by finding the geometric
transformation (translation, rotation, and scaling) which minimizes the distance between their
components (Besl and McKay 1992). Here the alignment is a two-step process. The first step is a coarse
alignment achieved through the selection of equivalent points in the two point clouds (the reference
cloud and the comparison cloud). Suggested points include geometrically unique features like the corner
of an object that is believed to be stable and not-moving spatially over time. An example would be the
corner of a slope stabilization feature such as a concrete buttress at the base of a slope. Next, an ICP
algorithm based on Besl and Mckay (1992) is used to bring the point clouds into fine alignment,
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minimizing the sum of squared differences in distance between point pairs in the two clouds. The now
cleaned and aligned point clouds can be used for mesh generation, as well as change detection analysis.
The goal of change detection is to identify areas of the slope that have undergone movement
which is expressed as changes in surface geometry. This could be ongoing deformation of the slope,
potentially signaling a future rockfall event, or outright material loss, indicating that a rockfall has taken
place. The detection of these slope changes is done by measuring the distance between cleaned and
aligned point clouds from two different dates. This is done in CloudCompare using the M3C2 Distance
plugin. M3C2 stands for Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison and is a point cloud comparison
method developed by Lague et al. (2013). The method measures mean change between point clouds in
the normal direction, accounting for the scaling of local surface roughness when initially orienting the
normal. An example change map for the study area produced using CloudCompare can be seen in Figure
2-5. The signed change between the two point clouds is output, showing regions which have
experienced loss or accumulation of rockfall debris. From this we can extract information critical to the
rockfall modelling process such as source location, volume, and deposition location.
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Figure 2-5: M3C2 change detection results for the October 2016 event. Cool colours represent areas of slope
loss (negative change). Warm colours represent areas of slope gain (positive change). The near vertical line of
positive change is due to movement of a slide detector fence pole adjacent to the track, interpreted here as a
result of impact from the fallen rockfall material. Average point spacing: 10 cm.

2.3.1.2 Rockmass Discontinuity Information
The identification and characterization of discontinuities in the rockfall source zone provides insight into
the structure of the rockmass and falling block(s) at the time of failure. In scenarios where little to no
discontinuities can be identified in the pre-failure source zone, it is more likely that the rockmass will fail
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as a single coherent block. Where discontinuities are present and persistent, we often see the failure of
masses of rock comprised of multiple blocks, bounded by discontinuities in the source rockmass. The
latter rockfall scenario is subject to disaggregation as the fall leaves the source zone, or during impact as
the material travels downslope, separating into isolated blocks along the pre-existing planes of
weakness. A third scenario is the actual fragmentation of individual pieces of rock, either in the
disaggregation case, or the single block fall, where breaking does not occur along pre-existing
discontinuities. These end member processes are described well in Ruiz-Carulla et al. (2016), splitting
the rockfall process up into single block falls with and without breakage, and disaggregation falls with
and without breakage. Single block and disaggregation falls without breakage are the cases currently
considered in the Unity modelling approach.
In order to determine which of the two rockfall types is most appropriate for a given model,
discontinuities in the source zone must be characterized. This can be done from visual inspection of the
high-resolution site imagery or measured directly from point cloud data using CloudCompare. An
example panorama demonstrating the coverage and resolution of the images, including mapped
discontinuity traces, can be seen in Figure 2-6. Due to the 2D nature of the images, photo-visual
inspection is best for the hand mapping of discontinuity traces only and is not suited for the
measurement of joint plane orientation. This can instead be done in CloudCompare using either the
Virtual Compass tool (manual), the RANSAC Shape Detection plugin (automatic) (Schnabel et al. 2007),
or the Facet/Fracture Detection plugin (automatic) (Dewez et al. 2016). Using each tool, it is possible to
measure the 3D position and orientation of discontinuities directly from the point cloud. In all cases the
ability to accurately identify joints or other planes of weakness is limited by the resolution of the
available data as well as the selection of tool input parameters by the user. The joint location and
orientations extracted here can then be used in the 3D rockfall mesh generation phase, splitting
modelled rockfall objects into distinct blocks based on the presence of joints.
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Figure 2-6: Example Gigapan panorama for the site of the October 2016 failure. The imagery provides
expansive coverage of the slope while maintaining resolutions high enough to perform discontinuity trace
mapping (red) in the rockfall source area (blue).
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2.3.1.3 Surficial Unit Identification
The identification of various surficial units along the slope surface is a necessary component of rockfall
modelling, as the nature of the collision between falling rock debris and the surface is dependent on
material type. For example, a rock on rock collision produces a more elastic rebound relative to a
collision with unconsolidated material such as colluvium. This has been in part attributed to the fact that
unconsolidated materials are less rigid and more readily deform under the load applied during collision.
The effect which this process has on rockfall motion has been referred to by the creators of the
RAMMS::ROCKFALL model as viscoplastic ground drag (Bartlet et al. 2016). The delineation of surficial
units, such as unconsolidated materials, is done manually using visual inspection of the site panoramas.
These visual mappings are used in the 3D modelling stage of the workflow, segmenting the generated
slope mesh on the basis of surficial material, which are then used to apply material-appropriate collision
parameters for simulation. An example of the manual mapping of talus deposits from photovisual
inspection can be seen in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: Showing an example of the visual delineation of unconsolidated debris (red) at the base of the
slope below the rockfall source area (blue), completed using the Gigapan imagery.

2.3.2 3D Asset Modelling
The 3D asset modelling phase is where the 3D models which represent the physical objects in the real
world environment are generated. In our case, these models are open and closed triangle meshes which
are collections of vertices, edges, and faces that describe the 3D shape of our object. In the simplest
case this step involves building models of the slope and the rockfall mass. In more sophisticated
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simulations this can include trees and debris present on the slope as well as mitigation structures such
as rock sheds or deflection berms.

2.3.2.1 Slope Object Modelling
A 3D model of the slope surface can be generated in a number of ways using Blender, CloudCompare or
Polyworks. An example of a finished slope mesh ready for simulation can be seen in Figure 2-8. This
section will explain the process of generating such a mesh using CloudCompare and Polyworks.

Figure 2-8: A final production slope mesh following processing in CloudCompare and PolyWorks. At this
stage the above mesh is ready to be used for rockfall simulation in the Unity game environment.
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The initial mesh is produced in CloudCompare using both the cleaned and aligned post-rockfall
and pre-rockfall point clouds. The post-rockfall cloud is used to model the source region of the slope as
the rockfall object will be sourced in the simulation from the back-fracture left on the slope from the
actual rockfall event. This method best approximates the conditions present in the source zone at the
time of failure. The pre-rockfall point cloud is used for regions of the slope where the accumulation of
rockfall debris took place. This is done to better model the surface with which the actual rockfall debris
would have travelled along at the time of failure. In the post-rockfall point cloud, accumulations of
rockfall debris downslope inherently change the geometry of the slope surface, potentially affecting the
trajectory of the simulated rockfall debris.
In order to use both clouds for mesh generation, the desired sections of the pre- and postrockfall clouds are segmented and merged into a single cloud. A mesh is then generated from this cloud
using Poisson Surface Reconstruction in CloudCompare. The algorithm was originally developed by
Kazhdan et al. (2006) and fits a surface model to the point cloud data by solving a Poisson problem in 3D
space. The resulting mesh is considered “water tight”. This means that the mesh has no holes, forming a
continuous closed 3D surface. In certain areas of the cloud where data was sparse this can produce
areas of inflation and incorrect curvature as the algorithm attempts to close the mesh. To fix this the
resulting mesh can be filtered by density, removing mesh vertices in areas where the initial point cloud
density was low, such as around edges or occlusions. The removal of these regions inherently creates
holes in the now open mesh, producing surface geometries which cannot occur in the real world and
that are problematic for simulation in the game engine. Common topological and geometrical errors
which can occur during mesh generation, and in this case also as a result of the mesh filtering process,
are shown in Figure 2-9. Currently tools for fixing mesh topology errors do not exist in CloudCompare. As
a result, this step is completed using the software package Polyworks. Using the mesh repair tools in
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Polyworks’ IMEdit module, semi-automated hole filling can be completed, and all topological errors
removed. This process can also be completed using similar tools in Blender.

Figure 2-9: Showing the various topological and geometrical errors which can occur during the mesh
generation process. The three most common artifacts resulting from mesh filtering in CloudCompare are
highlighted. (Modified after Rudolf et al. 2015).

In cases where multiple surficial units were identified earlier in the workflow, the slope mesh
will need to be segmented based upon the delineated unit boundaries. This requires re-importing the
now cleaned mesh back into CloudCompare for segmentation. This step is done after the mesh has been
cleaned as the cleaning process inherently alters the mesh geometry and can affect the boundary
alignment of individually segmented mesh pieces. At this stage the slope mesh(es) are ready for import
into Unity.

2.3.2.2 Rockfall Object Modelling
Similar to slope object modelling, rockfall object modelling is meant to produce a 3D mesh which
approximates the geometry of a real-world object in our rockfall scenario, in this case the volume of
rock which fell. Instead of using the entire point cloud as in the slope modelling stage, only the section
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of the cloud related to our rockfall volume is required. This section is selected on the basis of the change
detection results. The location and extents of the rockfall are indicated by negative change and can be
segmented out of the cloud in CloudCompare. This segmentation is done for the rockfall extents in both
the pre- and post-rockfall point clouds since both clouds are needed in order to extract the front and
back surfaces of the fall. A mesh of the rockfall front and back surface point clouds can be created using
Poisson Surface Reconstruction in the same way as with the slope mesh. This produces two triangular
meshes which are close in space, but not connected. An example of this is shown in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10: Showing meshes of the front (red) and back (blue) rockfall surfaces generated from pre- and
post-rockfall point clouds for a 6.2 m3 failure. Note that at this stage the meshes still require connection to
form the continuous surface of the rockfall mass.

The two open mesh surfaces must now be connected to form a complete 3D approximation of
the rockfall mass. Currently tools for the connection of two open meshes into a closed volume, as well
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as the subsequent splicing of the volume based on planar discontinuities, do not exist in CloudCompare.
For this the open-source 3D modelling and animation package Blender is used. The connection of the
front and back rockfall surfaces is achieved through the use of Blender’s Re-mesh modifier. This process
re-computes the geometry of the mesh based on the existing mesh components and curvature. While
not its intended use, the process of re-computing the mesh geometry results in the connection of the
two meshes and has the additional benefit of maintaining curvature across the small gaps between the
pre- and post-fall surfaces. The re-meshing process is subject to the same topological and geometrical
errors as discussed above. The removal of these artifacts is completed using the mesh clean-up tools in
Blender.
Following this, the complete rockfall mesh must be decimated as moving objects influenced by
physics in the Unity game engine are limited to 255 triangles. The Decimation modifier is applied in
Blender, reducing the overall triangle count to 255 or less. We now have a single block mesh of the
rockfall mass which is compatible with Unity. In cases where the simulated rockfall volume is going to be
segmented into several small fragments, decimation may not be necessary as the 255-triangle limit will
apply to each individual fragment instead of the overall volume.
At this point the discontinuity information extracted previously can be incorporated into the
rockfall mesh. This is done by creating 3D planes based on the location and orientation of the measured
discontinuities from the point cloud. The rockfall mesh is bisected using these planes, subdividing the
initial hull into multiple smaller hulls. This results in a set of 3D rockfall blocks which are aligned to form
the overall rockfall failure mass which was identified from change detection. In some cases, the mapping
of discrete joint sets may not be practical due to the degree of fracturing present in the source mass, or
limited data resolution. In this case Voronoi fracturing can be completed in Blender using the Cell
Fracture tool or Fracture Modifier. Both methods use the principle of Voronoi fracture networks (Ledoux
2007) to partition the 3D rockfall mesh into a collection of convex hull fragments. The fracture modifier
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in particular is based on fracturing algorithms from the Voro++ library originally developed at MIT by
Rycroft et al. (2007) for the study of granular material flow. The result of mesh segmentation by discrete
planes or Voronoi fracturing can be seen in Figure 2-11. At this point the rockfall object is ready for
import into the Unity development environment.

Figure 2-11: Showing the completed rockfall meshes following processing in Blender. At this stage the rockfall
mass detected from change detection is made up of several distinct convex hulls. Subdivision of the rockfall mesh
using discrete planar discontinuities is shown on the left. Subdivision of the rockfall mesh using Voronoi
fracturing is shown on the right.

2.3.3 Game Scene Setup and Scripting
After the appropriate information has been extracted from the remote sensing data and used to create
3D models of the objects in our rockfall environment, we are ready to start working in Unity. An
example of the Unity development environment can be seen in Figure 2-12. Unity uses a modular
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system for game development. Developers create Scenes which are comprised of entities called Game
Objects. Game objects can range from physical objects with geometry in the form of triangular meshes
to UI elements for displaying game information to the user. These entities are self-contained objects,
each with their own properties such as an (X, Y, Z) position and (X, Y, Z, W) rotation in the 3D game
space. While game objects form the fundamental entities in our scene they do not accomplish much on
their own and instead act more as containers for elements called Components. Components form the
basis for the game object, specifying the way it looks and behaves in the game environment. Compared
to scenes used for traditional game development, the scenes generated for rockfall simulation are
relatively simple, typically requiring only three main game objects besides the basic camera and lighting
objects which make the 3D environment visible. These are the slope object, the rockfall object, and the
data management object. A conceptual model of the rockfall scene setup including inputs from previous
steps in the workflow is shown in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-12: Showing an example rockfall simulation setup in the Unity development environment. Four main panels are
present in the environment. The Hierarchy panel (1) displays the names of the GameObjects that are currently part of the
Scene. The Scene panel (2) is where visible objects are shown in the 3D environment. The Inspector panel (3) is where the
components attached to the currently selected GameObject are shown. The Project panel (4) is where all of the files
available in the current project are shown.
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Figure 2-13: A conceptual model of the simulation setup in Unity showing the various game objects involved
and their key components.

2.3.3.1 Slope Game Object
As the name implies the slope object represents the slope surface with which our simulated rockfall
debris collides with, bouncing, rolling and sliding downhill due to gravity. In the case where multiple
mesh pieces were required due to variable surface units, the slope is represented by multiple game
objects, one for each mesh piece, forming a single compound object. A slope object typically has three
components: a Mesh, a Renderer, and a Collider. An example of a setup slope object in Unity3D can be
seen in Figure 2-14.
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Figure 2-14: Showing the setup slope GameObject in the Unity game engine. A view of the rendered slope mesh in the
Scene viewport is shown. The Insepector view shows the components and relevant parameters set for the object.

The mesh component stores information about the geometry of the object which is represented
in 3D in the game environment, acting as a container for triangle meshes. The triangular mesh
associated with the slope object’s mesh component is the mesh of the slope generated in the 3D
Modelling phase from the collected point cloud data. This mesh is imported into the Unity3D
development environment as either a .OBJ, .FBX, or .blend file, and attached to the Slope object’s mesh
component.
The renderer component allows game objects it is attached to to be visible in the game
environment when the game is being run. The renderer component uses the geometric information
stored in the mesh, as well shading and textural elements, to control how the game object is seen. This
component is used solely for visualization and does not affect the rockfall simulation results from a
physics perspective.
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The collider component allows game objects in Unity to participate in collisions. In this case the
collider component allows the slope object to act as a hard surface which moving objects in the scene
cannot pass through, but instead will collide with. An important property of the collider component is its
Physic Material. A collider’s physic material allows the user to specify the friction and restitution
coefficients used during collision between objects. This is an important property for rockfall simulation,
as it forms the basis for the contact model between our simulated slope surface and rockfall objects. In
cases where multiple surficial units are identified along a slope surface, different physic materials can be
used. This allows the user to specify different restitution and friction values between hard rock and soft
soil surfaces for example.

2.3.3.2 Rockfall Game Object
The rockfall object represents the rockfall material for which we are attempting to simulate runout. As
described above, a given rockfall event can be composed of a single coherent mass of rock, or multiple
discrete blocks, separated by discontinuities in the source region. This is reflected in the simulation, as
the rockfall source volume can be modelled as a single object or using numerous objects clustered
together. In rockfall scenarios where multiple blocks are expected, such as fragmental rockfall events,
the use of numerous objects allows us to capture the interaction of individual blocks with each other as
they exit the rockfall source zone and travel downslope. A typical rockfall object will possess similar
mesh, renderer, and collider components as the slope object. The rockfall object will also have two
additional components, a Rigidbody, and a Script component. A cluster of rockfall game objects, forming
a complete compound rockfall object, can be seen in Figure 2-15.
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Figure 2-15: Showing the setup rockfall GameObject in the Unity game engine. A view of the rendered rockfall
mesh in the Scene viewport is shown. The Inspector view shows the components and relevant parameters set for
the object. The rockfall shown is comprised of a number of fragments, reflecting the jointed condition of the source
rock mass. The separation of these fragments is highlighted in orange. Each fragment is its own GameObject with
its own components and parameters.

The rigidbody component allows objects to act under the influence of the game engine physics.
An important distinction here is the difference between game objects with colliders (the slope) and
game objects which also have a rigidbody component (the rockfall). Game objects which only possess
colliders will behave statically and will not move in response to the forces imposed on them during a
collision. This component has a number of properties which affect the ways physics-enabled objects will
behave, and in turn the ability to realistically simulate rockfall runout. The first property is the objects
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mass. While counterintuitive, the mass property of all objects should be left at 1, as Unity uses a relative
mass system for physics and collision. Instead of setting the mass directly, a density value can be
assigned via script. This step is only necessary if attempting to model the collision between two or more
non-static objects which you expect to have different densities. Otherwise relative masses are more
computationally efficient for simulating the collision between the slope and rockfall debris. The Use
Gravity property must be selected, which allows the object to be influenced by gravitational acceleration
in the game engine. The Collision Detection property should be set to Continuous. This property specifies
how the game engine will detect the collision between moving and stationary objects. Continuous
collision detection reduces the potential for fast moving objects to pass through static colliders by
checking for collisions at every point along an objects path instead of at discrete positions. It also
enables collision between an object and other dynamically moving mesh colliders in the scene; a
behaviour which is not available using the default discrete detection method.
The script component can be thought of as a general-purpose component which developers use
to create functionality that is not available with the standard components available in Unity. The
component is a user-defined script written in either C# or JavaScript which accesses and modifies
information about the game object and its components through the Unity scripting API. Scripts are able
to change how objects behave in the game environment, ranging from the way they are visualized, to
how they move and respond to user input. The main script attached to the rockfall object is used to
initialize component properties for the object (ie. density) which are not exposed in the development
environment, as well as to collect information about the game object while the simulation is running.
The script records initial value information about the object at the start of the simulation such as its
initial position and mass. At set time intervals while the simulation is running, the script records the
simulated rockfalls position, translational velocity, rotational velocity, and height above the slope
surface.
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Additional scripts can be used to customize the simulation for a particular rockfall scenario. For
example, if surficial units such as soil or talus are identified for the study slope, an additional viscoplastic
ground drag script can be attached to the rockfall object. This script applies a drag force to the rockfall
object during collisions with sections of the model tagged soil or talus, reducing the translational
velocity of the object. The use of viscoplastic ground drag here is based on the equation used in the
RAMSS:ROCKFALL model and shown in equation 1-1. The drag force (Fv) is inversely proportional to the
kinetic energy of the block at impact, which is a function of block mass (m) and velocity (Vs), and is
scaled by the ground drag coefficient (Cv). The purpose of this equation is to simulate additional energy
loss due to the plastic deformation of certain slope materials during impact.
𝐹𝑣 = −

𝑚
⃗2
𝐶 𝑉
2 𝑣 𝑠

[2-1]

2.3.3.3 Data Management Game Object
The data management object is responsible for the storage and output of data recorded during the
simulation. This object receives data from each of the rockfall objects, and organizes it into a single
array, indexed by rockfall. This is the simplest of the objects in the scene, requiring only a single script
component to function. The lack of mesh and renderer components means that this object is not visible
and occupies no physical space in the 3D game environment. The script attached to this object passively
receives data from the script attached to each rockfall object as they come to rest. The user can prompt
the data management object to save the rockfall data which it has collected at any point during the
simulation, exporting it to a .CSV. In response to user input, the script will output a message to the
communication log in Unity stating that the data has been saved successfully.
The data management object is also used for the visualization of rockfall trajectory results at the
end of the simulation. The user can prompt the data management object to render 3D lines in the game
environment which represent the paths taken by each of the rockfall objects, as well as place a marker
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game object at each collision location between a given rockfall object and the slope. An example of
post-simulation visualization from the data management object, as well as the relevant communication
outputs can be seen in Figure 2-16.
The C# scripts attached to both the rockfall and data management objects can be found in
Appendix A. Two additional scripts which provide functionality for different use-cases of the rockfall
simulation tool are also included.
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Figure 2-16: Showing the communication output and 3D visualizations generated by the data management object,
post simulation. Communication outputs are displayed in the console at the bottom of the environment and
indicate what step of the output process is currently running. Post-simulation visualization takes places in the
Scene view, rendering the 3D trajectory of each rockfall object (magenta lines) as well as the collision points
between each object and the slope (red spheres). A sample of the .CSV data output of trajectory info is also shown.
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2.4 Additional Functionality
The workflow described thus far provides an explanation of the necessary steps to produce a rockfall
simulation in Unity. A single rockfall source is used, exiting the source zone under the influence of
gravity, with slope interactions characterized by the assigned physic materials. Through the use of
additional components and further custom scripting, more complex rockfall scenarios can be created.
This includes processes such as the interaction of multiple rockfall source zones, as well as the
entrainment of rockfall material in debris accumulations on the slope. It should be noted that the
processes shown below have not been validated, and are instead being discussed in order to illustrate
the adaptability of this modelling technique to unique rockfall scenarios, previously unexplored in other
modelling software.

2.4.1 Rockfall Object Connection
In the case of the rockfall event from Figure 2-4, two slope losses were identified. Our current
interpretation of the photos and change detection results suggests that the lower slope loss likely
occurred as a result of the downslope movement of rockfall material from the higher source zone. The
interaction of rockfall material from the upper and lower source zones can be simulated in the game
engine through the use of an additional component called a Joint. Joints are used to create connections
between objects in the 3D environment. In this case the joint can be used to fix a rockfall object to the
slope, preventing it from moving simply due to gravity. A joint between two objects is broken when the
force, or torque, applied to the joint exceeds the Break Force and Break Torque properties set by the
user. Using the same steps as outlined previously, a game object of the lower slope rockfall mass can be
generated. With the addition of the joint component, the game objects which make up this rockfall mass
can be attached to the slope. When the simulation is run, the collection of rockfall objects remains fixed
to the slope, and only fail away when material from the upper slope failure impacts this area with
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sufficient force. An example of this interaction between the two rockfall objects for a simplified slope
setup can be seen in Figure 2-17.

Figure 2-17: Showing the interaction between two pre-fractured rockfall Game Objects for a simplified planar slope
geometry. The upper rockfall object is able to freefall under the influence of gravity at the start of the simulation (ab). Upon collision with the second source region (c) the force from impact breaks the joint between the rockfall
fragments and the slope surface. This initiates sliding, and subsequent runout of the second rockfall object (d).

2.4.2 Rigid Body Debris Interaction
This rockfall event provides a second process of interest which isn’t captured in the base simulation. This
process is the entrainment of rockfall material in the talus debris accumulations in the ditches adjacent
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to the track at the base of the slope. It has been pointed out by authors such as Labiouse and
Heidenreich (2009) that the use of typical friction and restitution concepts for granular materials such as
talus is unreliable due to the plastic deformations which take place during the penetration of the rockfall
into the granular material surface. This is an important process for this field site in particular, as many
rockfalls occurring on the lower reaches of the slope interact with these debris piles before reaching the
track or coming to rest. In order to capture this interaction without relying on the friction and restitution
parameters of our physic materials, the pile of debris itself can be modelled as a collection of individual
game objects. These debris objects are able to collide with each other, the slope, and the rockfall
material. This means that each particle of debris is free to be displaced during collision, allowing for the
penetration of the rockfall objects into the simulated debris surface. Currently the application of this
process is limited to small accumulations of tracks side debris and is not suitable for simulating
processes such as slope scale talus movements or rock avalanche runout. This is due to decreases in
simulation stability when attempting to simulate more than a few thousand rigid bodies at once. At the
moment the Unity game engine uses NVIDIA PhysX 3.3 which implements the rigid body pipeline,
including contact generation and constraint solution, on the CPU. The newer NVIDIA PhysX 3.4, not yet
implemented in Unity, now provides a GPU-accelerated implementation of the entire rigid body
pipeline, allowing the simulation of over 50,000 individual bodies. Should this be implemented in an
upcoming Unity release, it will dramatically increase our ability to simulate larger material
accumulations in future experiments.
Debris pile generation starts in Blender with the creation of a cube of desired volume. The cube
is then segmented using Voronoi fracturing using either the Cell Fracture tool or the Fracture modifier.
Several properties can be adjusted in the tool or modifier, influencing the end result of the fracture, in
particular the number of fragments produced for the final object. The volume of the initial cube created,
as well as the degree of fracturing applied, should reflect the expected volume of debris being modelled,
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with the average fragment size based on particle sizes observed. Debris volume and particle size
distribution estimates can be completed using point cloud data and site photographs, but a detailed
explanation of this process is outside the scope of this study.
Once the cube has been fractured, the resulting collection of meshes can be imported into Unity
and turned into game objects. Each mesh fragment is assigned the same components as a regular
rockfall object, with the exception of the script component, as we do not need to collect trajectory
information for each fragment during simulation. Simulated rigidbody debris piles can be placed
wherever concentrations of debris exist on the slope. In Figure 2-18 we see a comparison between a
debris surface modelled as a static mesh, and as a collection of rigid body game objects. In the rigid body
scenario, the simulated debris fragments are able to move and the rockfall object is able to penetrate
the debris surface resulting in a shorter runout, and the displacement of debris material. In the static
mesh scenario, the rockfall object is not able to penetrate the debris surface, instead rolling over the top
of the surface, resulting in an additional 7 m of runout.
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Figure 2-18: Showing two separate debris pile test scenarios. In each case the simulated rockfall block was allowed
to travel downslope impacting the debris pile. The top row shows a rigidbody debris pile where individual debris
fragments are free to move. The bottom row shows a static, immoveable debris surface model. In the rigidbody
debris case the block penetrates the debris surface, displacing some of the material and being stopped in the
debris pile. In the static surface case, the block is unable to penetrate the surface, resulting in a 7 m increase in
total runout.

A complete model for the rockfall event which took place in October 2016, including the
interaction of source zones, rigid body debris entrainment, and high-resolution slope geometry, can be
seen as part of the included supplementary video. Individual frames from this simulation can be seen in
Figure 2-19.
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Figure 2-19: Showing an example simulation involving the interaction of two rockfall source areas (375 objects), as
well as rigidbody debris interaction at track level (3000 objects). The upper slope pre-fractured rockfall object is
able to fail and slide under the influence of gravity (a-b). In b) the upper slope material impacts the lower slope
rockfall object, breaking it away from the slope and allowing it to start sliding (c). In d) the majority of the material
from both source zones has made it to track level, colliding with and penetrating into the surface of the rigidbody
debris. At this point the remaining rockfall material on the slope are fragments which were arrested due to friction,
or did not break away from the slope, due to insufficient force during impact.
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
The processes outlined above provide a method for simulating rockfall from high-resolution remote
sensing inputs. The use of this data in concert with game engine technology allows for rockfall
simulations to be generated which provide increased geometric resolution in comparison to other
standard rockfall modelling techniques. For example, the modelling software RockyFor3D, recommends
the use of a 1 m resolution DEM (Dorren. 2015). In the processing example presented above, the slope
and rockfall objects were generated from point cloud data with a point spacing of 10 cm or less, and
higher resolutions can be used where data is available. Data of this resolution is able to capture both
large scale terrain features like gullies, as well as smaller scale features such as increased surface
roughness over granular talus deposits. Additionally, simulated rockfall and slope model geometries are
fully 3D. This allows for lateral dispersion to occur in simulations, a process which is inherently ignored
in models using 2D slope profiles and rockfall shapes, and takes into consideration overhanging surfaces
which are ignored in 2.5D surfaces such as DEMs. By using fully 3D high resolution surface models,
surface roughness, overhanging geometry, and lateral dispersion are considered, all important to the
rockfall process.
As has been outlined by numerous authors (Azzoni et al. 1995; Vijayakumar et al. 2011; Glover.
2015), rockfall shape plays an important role in the runout process, and directly affects trajectory
between source and deposition. Using our game-engine based technique, rockfall does not need to be
represented by simple cubes, spheres, and ellipses, and instead can be modelled using complex shapes,
which reflect the actual geometry of rockfall surfaces measured in the field. The structure present in the
source rockmass is factored into the rockfall object, further attempting to constrain the shape and size
of the individual simulated rockfall fragments which are expected to collide with the slope surface. Not
only does this process better reflect the geometry of individual rockfall fragments, it also allows for the
simulation of each of these fragments simultaneously, capturing collision between them. The simulation
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of individual rockfall objects one at a time, a limitation in previous rockfall modelling techniques,
removes the potential for interaction between discrete blocks during downslope movement, oversimplifying the runout process.
In the case where a known rockfall event is being back-analyzed, or a deforming rockmass
bounded by structure is being studied, the simulated rockfall objects do not need to be sourced with
initial velocities, or from arbitrary heights above the slope using this technique. The simulated falls can
be sourced from the specific location, and orientation, in which they occurred or are expected to occur.
This is due to the fact that the rockfall objects used for modelling are extracted directly from the point
cloud of the slope and therefore from the source rockmass from which they originate. This is important
as it can reduce the uncertainty in the initial conditions of our model, removing the need to guess
important factors like release orientation.
The ability to simulate complex interactions such as the triggering of the lower slope failure by a
rockfall upslope, or the simulation of the interaction between rockfall material and talus debris, is a
testament to the adaptability of this technology to more complex rockfall scenarios. The modular nature
of the development environment, and ability to create custom scripts provides an opportunity to
explore unique rockfall processes. The flexibility of this technique also extends to the way in which data
is visualized, with visual and numeric outputs fully customizable.
While the addition of the above rockfall processes attempt to capture interactions which are
observed during rockfall in nature, the added complexity makes model calibration and validation
increasingly difficult, and is recognized as a limitation of the work. Current validation of the modelling
technique is largely based on the back-analysis of rockfall events detected as part of our routine data
collection, similar to the event discussed throughout the paper. While these cases are a useful starting
point for testing, they provide limited information about the trajectories taken from source to
deposition, requiring the interpretation of impact points and travel path from photographs and change
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detection results alone. As well, no information related to the velocity, pass height, or impact energies
of the blocks is known. Next steps for this work include a parametric analysis of the inputs which affect
simulation results, as well as more rigorous validation using the available data from laboratory and field
scale rockfall drop tests from the literature.
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Chapter 3: Parametric Investigation and Comparison of Model Performance
to Previous Rockfall Study Data
3.1 Introduction
Rockfall modelling is often carried out with the goal of determining the envelope of likely rockfall
trajectories from given source zones on a slope. This includes the determination of maximum expected
runout distances, expected bounce heights and velocity along a given trajectory, as well as the
probability that rockfall will impact a given area. This information is helpful in assessing the level of risk
posed to communities and infrastructure from rockfall, and can help in the design of countermeasures
such as ditches, fences, and sheds (Duffy and Turner, 2012).
Today rockfall runout analysis is most often completed using numerical models which simulate
the bouncing, rolling, and falling of rockfall blocks downslope. Like any model, rockfall simulations are an
abstraction of the real rockfall process, with different programs choosing to model the rockfall and slope
geometry, as well as energy loss during collision, in different ways. Energy loss is a complex process, and
dependent on a number of variables including rockfall size and shape (Hungr and Evans, 1993; Azzoni et
al. 1995; Glover, 2015), surface material parameters (Bozzolo and Pamini 1986; Paronuzzi 2009), and
impact geometry (Labiouse and Descoeudres 1999; Chau et al. 2002; Bourrier et al. 2009; Glover. 2015).
Relationships between these variables during collision are not well-defined and as a result energy loss is
typically handled using contact functions which rely on friction and restitution coefficients. Given the
variable levels of detail used in different models, some simulation programs may be better suited to
different site conditions, or aspects of the rockfall process. For example, Rockyfor3D (Dorren and Berger
2012; Dorren 2012) was developed with the interaction between trees and rockfall in mind and is
therefore setup well for modelling the protective capacity of forests. The model also uses a roughness
parameter which represents the presence of rocky obstacles on the slope, not captured in the slope
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model geometry, that can impede rockfall motion. On the other hand, the RAMMS::ROCKFALL model
(Bartelt et al. 2016) attempts to better model energy loss during known processes such as soil scarring,
using viscoplastic damping coefficients, and the slip-dependent ramping of frictional coefficients during
collision, to simulate the increased resistance from soil material building up in front of rockfalls during
impact. In each simulation program there is a unique interplay of input variables which is important to
understand prior to use as a predictive model for rockfall runout. The coefficients used in each are
naturally a simplification of complex and highly stochastic processes, and do not necessarily capture the
true dynamics of the interaction between the rockfall and slope materials during runout. As a result, a
given set of parameters should be treated as site specific, requiring calibration using available
information about previous rockfall on the slope.
The purpose of this study is to test the performance of our game-engine based simulation
prototype to produce realistic rockfall trajectories. The modelling tool is based on the use of the Unity
game engine as a platform for rockfall simulation, taking advantage of the built-in physics offered by the
platform’s physics engine, NVIDIA PhysX (Ondercin 2016; Sala Chapter 2). Such a platform allows for the
real-time simulation of sliding, rolling and bouncing motions of convex-hull rockfalls, using highresolution, fully 3D surface models. This study is divided into two main sections, a parametric
investigation of simulation inputs, and simulation testing using data from field scale rockfall studies. The
work presented is not meant to be a detailed calibration of the technique to any one site and is instead
intended to showcase the ability of the technique in general to simulate rockfall trajectories which are
realistic.

3.2 Parametric Analysis
Parametric and sensitivity analyses are a common step in the development of numerical models. For a
given model, it is important to understand the interaction between input parameters, and to identify
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which parameters are most influential on model output (Hamby 1994). This is especially important for
rockfall simulation as the random nature of the rockfall process, and inherent difficulty estimating
parameters such as restitution, leads to a large amount of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty in model
input parameters (Turrin et al. 2009).
The main input parameters for our simulation technique are:
•

Slope geometry

•

Rockfall geometry

•

Rockfall release position and orientation

•

Coefficient of friction

•

Coefficient of restitution

•

Coefficient of viscoplastic dampening

3.2.1 Friction and Restitution
The application of friction and restitution in the simulation is controlled using the Unity game engine’s
Physic Materials. Physic Materials allow the user to control the interaction of objects through the
specification of friction and restitution coefficients which are used by the game engine’s physics engine,
PhysX. A given interaction between the rockfall and slope meshes can involve multiple collisions, as well
as periods of bouncing, rolling or sliding. Depending on pre-collision kinematics, and the geometry of the
slope and rockfall objects, each collision can contain multiple contact points (Figure 3-1). The linear and
angular velocity of a block exiting a given interaction is dependent on each collision, and a product of
the iterative solution of contact and friction constraints at the impulse-velocity level across all contact
points.
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Figure 3-1: Conceptual diagram of the multiple collisions, and contact points generated during a single
rock-slope interaction. v and ω variables represent incident (i) and rebound (r) translational and
rotational velocities.

The resolution of linear and angular velocity per-contact is dependent on the simple friction and
restitution equations shown below. The friction coefficient (μ) is used during collision to determine the
proportion of the normal force (N) between the simulated rockfall and slope surfaces which is to be
used for frictional resistance to movement. The friction force (Ff) acts in the opposite direction of the
downslope component of the incoming velocity vector. The force calculated per contact is applied over
the simulation time step (as an impulse) and used in the solution of the new translational and rotational
velocities which occur as a result of collision. For comparison with standard friction angles the
coefficient of friction (μ) is typically equal to the tangent of the friction angle (φ). In the Unity
environment, surface collisions are resolved into two contact anchor points, resulting in the frictional
force applied being twice as strong. Therefore, the effective friction angle is equal to the arctangent of
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double the Unity friction coefficient (equation 2-1). The equation for the frictional force applied per
contact anchor point (equation 2-2), as well as the conversion between the coefficient of friction and
friction angle are shown below. Unlike the coefficient of dynamic friction, which is applied to the
tangential component of velocity, the coefficient of restitution operates only in the normal direction.
The coefficient is equal to the ratio of the per contact relative velocity between the two colliding objects
before and after the collision (equation 2-3). We recognize that currently more sophisticated percontact friction and restitution collision functions exist, such as the slip-dependent friction model used
in RAMMS::ROCKFALL (Bartelt et al. 2016). While there is potential to integrate such functions into our
game-engine based modelling technique, that is outside the scope of this study.
𝜙 = arctan(2𝜇)

[3-1]

⃗
𝐹𝑓 = 𝜇 ∗ 𝑁

[3-2]

𝑅𝑣 =

𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

[3-3]

In order to investigate the affects of the friction and restitution coefficients in Unity3D, a
number of test simulations were run. The simulations involve a simple bi-planar slope, and 1 m3 bevelled
cubic rockfall object (Figure 3-2). The rockfall object is modelled after the standard Swiss rockfall block
used for testing rockfall protection structures (EOTA 2012). It is also the same shape used for the lab
scale testing conducted by Glover (2015). The simulated blocks were released above a slope inclined at
40 degrees, with the initial release coordinates, and orientation varied stochastically. A suite of
simulations was run, with 100 blocks simulated for each friction-restitution combination.
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Figure 3-2: Bi-planar simulation setup with an incline of 40o and a 1 m3 equant block positioned in the
release zone.

The trends in translational and rotational velocity for a set restitution coefficient (R = 0.05) and
variable friction coefficient (μ = 0.25 : 1.0) can be seen in Figure 3-3. The translational and rotational
velocity of each block was measured at half second intervals and plotted against fall height, which is the
elevation of the block in game-engine coordinates. A LOWESS smoothing curve was fit to the datasets
for the purpose of graphical comparison. LOWESS, sometimes LOESS or locally weighted smoothing, is
used here as it is a non-parametric fitting technique, requiring no broad assumption about the form of
the relationship between our two variables prior to fitting. The technique fits smooth curves to input
data using distance-weighted fitting of lines (LOWESS) or parabolas (LOESS) to subsets of points in a
moving window.
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Figure 3-3: Trends in rotational and translation velocity versus fall height for varying friction coefficients (0.25 – 1.00),
holding restitution = 0.05.

From these graphs it can be seen that the trend in translational velocity for the 100 trials is not
overly sensitive to the coefficient of friction, as increases in model friction result in only minor leftward
shifts of the translational velocity curve. In comparison, rotational velocity is sensitive to increasing
coefficient of friction, up to a coefficient of approximately 0.4. Coefficients below 0.4 result in the
majority of blocks sliding down the inclined plane. While one might expect that little to no rotation
would be present for friction values below the slope angle, the stochastic release orientation in
combination with bouncing due to a non-zero restitution coefficient results in short periods of rolling for
a small number blocks. The number of blocks which begin to roll at some point during their trajectory
increases significantly with increasing coefficients of friction, resulting in the large rightward shifts in the
rotational velocity trend, until the coefficient of friction surpasses the slope angle. It should be noted
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that the transition between sliding and roll-and-bounce motions does not occur directly at 0.4 but rather
0.42, due to the previously stated relationship between coefficient of sliding friction and the friction
angle.
In order to examine this relationship for the range of restitution values tested, the shift in the
rotational velocity curve, measured here as the mean of the residuals between each subsequent friction
trial and the initial trial, was plotted against the friction coefficient (Figure 3-4). For all five restitution
values tested, the curves displayed two distinct sections. To the left of the 0.4 coefficient of friction, a
steep downward slope is present, indicating large leftward shifts of the velocity curve. To the right of the
curve a much flatter slope is present, indicating little to no shift in the velocity curve over the range of
friction values simulated, and thus minimal sensitivity to increasing friction once the slope angle has
been surpassed.
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Figure 3-4: Showing the shift in the rotational velocity curve with varying friction coefficients. The y-value
indicates the mean of the residuals between the trend in rotational velocity at the specified friction
coefficient and the initial coefficient of 0.25. Each curve is for a different restitution value.

Similar velocity versus fall height plots were generated for a range of restitution values, holding
friction constant (Figure 3-5). Neither velocity trends show notable sensitivity to changes in restitution
value. Looking instead at simulation bounce height we see an upward trend with increasing restitution,
which is to be expected. The design bounce height was compared for each friction and restitution
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combination in Figure 3-6. The design bounce height here is defined as the height value which
encompasses 95% of the bounce heights observed, and is the value typically considered when selecting
the height of protective rockfall structures (Wyllie 2014). The upward trend in design height with
increasing restitution (upward shifts in the design height vs. friction curves) is especially notable once
the friction angle threshold is crossed. At this point the dominant motion type has transitioned from
sliding to bounce-and-roll, which inherently means more potential for bouncing and an increase in
separation between the simulated slope and rockfall surfaces.

Figure 3-5: Trends in rotational and translational velocity versus fall height for varying restitution coefficients (0.05 –
0.25), holding friction = 0.5.
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Figure 3-6: Showing the change in design bounce height for each friction and restitution combination. The left plot
shows the change in design bounce height with increasing friction (each curve is a different restitution coefficient). The
right plot shows the change in design bounce height with increasing restitution (each curve is a different friction
coefficient).

A similar comparison for mean runout for each friction-restitution combination can be seen in
Figure 3-7. Here we see a steep slope to the left of the slope angle threshold, with large increases in
runout as the friction angle increases. This is due to the higher mobility of bouncing and rolling blocks
compared to sliding ones. To the right of the slope angle threshold, this trend flattens out with a less
obvious relationship between increasing friction and runout. In general, for increasing coefficients of
restitution, we see upward shifts in the runout-friction curves, indicating increasing mean runout with
increasing restitution.
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Figure 3-7: The above plot shows the change in mean runout with varying friction coefficients. Each curve
is for a different restitution value.

3.2.2 Viscoplastic Ground Drag
Following analysis of the game engine’s built-in friction and restitution coefficients, we introduce a third
parameter, the coefficient of viscoplastic ground (vpg) drag. This parameter is assigned to regions of
slope which are expected to have deformable surface materials.
For the purpose of illustrating the effect of vpg drag on simulation results, in the context of this
simple experiment, the coefficient (Cv) has been applied globally, modifying the behaviour of both the
sloped and flat planar surfaces. The equation used here to model the force applied due to vpg drag is
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based on the ground drag equation from the RAMMS::ROCKFALL model (Bartelt et al. 2016) and is
shown in equation 3-4. The drag force (Fv) is inversely proportional to the kinetic energy of the block at
𝑚

impact ( 2 𝑉𝑠2 ), scaled by the vpg drag coefficient (Cv). Essentially, impacts with higher kinetic energy
(heavier, faster moving blocks) are expected to result in a larger amount of dampening as they cause
more surface deformation of the slope material, resulting in an increased dragging effect on the rockfall
block.
𝐹𝑣 = −

𝑚
𝐶 𝑉2
2 𝑣 𝑠

[3-4]

Velocity versus fall height plots were generated for a set of vpg coefficients, again releasing 100
simulated blocks on the bi-planar slope, holding friction and restitution constant (Figure 3-8). The plots
demonstrate that as vpg drag increases, a leftward (decreasing) shift occurs in both the translational and
rotational velocity trends. This shift is more pronounced and consistent in the case of translational
velocity. This is expected as the vpg drag is directly applied to the translational component of the block
velocity during simulation, with the reduction in rotational velocity a secondary effect.
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Figure 3-8: Trends in rotational and translational velocity versus fall height for varying viscoplastic ground drag,
holding friction = 0.55 and restitution = 0.05.

Mean runout and design height plots were also generated for each vpg drag trial (Figure 3-9). In
general, there is a subtle decrease in design bounce height as the drag coefficient increases, with a
maximum difference of just 10 cm (a 13% decrease). There is also a decrease in mean runout with
increasing drag coefficient, in this case with a more notable maximum difference of approximately 6.5 m
(30% decrease).
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Figure 3-9: The above plot shows the change in design height and mean runout for varying vpg drags, holding friction =
0.55; restitution = 0.05.

3.2.3 Block Shape and Release Orientation
It has been stated by several authors (Azzoni et al., 1995; Chau et al., 1999) and explored extensively by
Glover (2015) that rockfall shape plays an important role in the dynamics of the runout process.
Following our investigation of input coefficients which affect energy dissipation during collision, it is
important that we look at the effects of block shape, as well as release orientation, on simulation
results. For this simulation three shapes were selected, representing the end-member cases from the
Sneed and Folk (1958) shape ternary diagram, which classifies blocks on the basis of principal axis length
ratios. The exact shapes of the blocks used for our simulation (Figure 3-10) as well as the release
orientations, are based on the lab scale drop tests conducted by Glover (2015) at Durham University.
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The first simulation experiment compares the release of the three different end-member block
shapes from the same position above the slope. In this case the elongate and platy blocks were released
in orientations which promote rotation, similar to a rolling barrel for the elongate block, or a rolling disc
for the platy block. The equant case does not have a preferential orientation and its axes of rotation are
equal about x, y and z. For each simulated block the exact starting location and orientation is varied by ±
5 cm and degrees respectively. The trend in translational and rotational velocities for the 100 blocks of
each shape, as well the distribution of simulated end points can be seen in Figure 3-10. In both the
translational and rotational trends we see separation between the curves for each shape, with the most
notable being the significantly lower rotational velocity trend for the platy block. This is attributed to the
decreased stability of the shape when rolling, with a tendency to roll over onto its side and start to slide.
This is the opposite of the elongate block which shows the highest trend in rotational velocity, attributed
to the fact that it shows less chaotic bounces, or sliding style motion, rarely diverging from barrel-like
rolling. Despite notable differences in rotational velocity, the elongate and platy blocks show similar
translation velocity trends, with the equant block showing the highest trend in translational velocity.
This agrees with the finding of Glover (2015) that the equant block shapes tend to be the most mobile.
This is especially apparent in the runout distribution for the three shapes. The end point distribution plot
in Figure 3-10 shows the end points for the 300 simulated blocks, coloured by block shape, with 95%
confidence ellipses fit to emphasize the shape of runout distributions. From this it can be seen that the
equant block produced the largest runouts. On average the platy block produced the shortest and most
compact deposition, with the elongate block showing slightly higher runouts, and the largest dispersion
laterally.
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Figure 3-10: Trends in rotational and translational velocity versus fall height for the three end-member block
shapes. The end point for each simulated block is shown in plan view, with 95% confidence ellipses to emphasis
the shape of the deposition distribution.
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While velocity and runout are clearly affected here by the shape of the block used, release
orientation has also been shown to play a role in rockfall runout (Glover, 2015). In order to illustrate the
effect of release orientation for our model, the platy block was released in three different orientations,
aligning different faces and axes of orientation, in the downslope direction. The resulting velocity trends
and runout distribution can be seen in Figure 3-11. It can be seen in both the translational and rotational
plots that orientation A) and B) produce notably different trends compared to orientation C). This is due
to the fact both B) and C) have less potential to enter the ‘rolling plate’ style of motion, instead
transitioning to slide-dominant motion more quickly, with a higher percentage of blocks stopped by
friction on the inclined plane. This can be seen in the runout distribution with a large number of the
blocks from orientation B) and C) coming to rest on the slope, while all of the blocks from orientation A)
runout onto the ground plane. In this case the affects are no longer shape dependent, solely due to
release orientation for this parameter set, and therefore a result of the different length axes of rotation.
A similar set of test simulations was run for the equant block, releasing it at three different
orientations. Less variability in velocity and runout is expected in this case as there is no difference in
lengths between the three primary axes of rotation for equant shapes. The velocity trends and runout
distribution can be seen in Figure 3-12. As is expected, each orientation behaves similarly in terms of
translation and rotation, with similar average runout distances and levels of compactness spatially;
illustrating the fact that release orientation is less of a concern for equant shapes.
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Figure 3-11: Trends in rotational and translation velocity versus fall height for the three different release
orientations of the platy shape. The end point for each simulated block is shown in plan view, with 95%
confidence ellipses to emphasis the shape of the deposition distribution.
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Figure 3-12: Trends in rotational and translation velocity versus fall height for the three different release
orientations of the equant shape. The end point for each simulated block is shown in plan view, with 95%
confidence ellipses to emphasis the shape of the deposition distribution.
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3.2.4 Slope Resolution
The second area where geometry influences rockfall simulation is the slope model utilized. Different
rockfall simulation programs opt for various representations of the slope surface, with the most
commonly used models being 2D cross sections (e.g. Rocfall (Rocscience Inc. 2016)), 2.5D DEMs (e.g.
Rockfor3D (Dorren 2012)), or 3D meshes (e.g. RAMMS:ROCKFALL (Bartelt et al. 2016)). In our case, a 3D
triangular mesh is used, as it allows for lateral dispersion to take place, and is capable of representing
steep, overhanging geometries. When constructing our slope geometry, it is important to consider the
resolution at which we will model the surface. It has been pointed out by several authors (Crosta and
Agliardi 2004; Frattini et al. 2012; Bühler et al. 2016) that the resolution of the slope geometry is an
important factor in rockfall modelling as it affects the expression of slope scale terrain features such as
gullies and benched topography, as well as surface roughness.
In order to look at some of the effects of resolution in our simple bi-planar slope setup, the two
planes were replaced with a section of talus and rock surface created from a LiDAR scan of a mountain
slope in British Columbia. The point cloud of the slope section was down-sampled to four different
resolutions (25 cm, 50 cm, 1 m, 2 m) which were used to build the 3D meshes for rockfall simulation.
The slope setup using the four different mesh resolutions, as well as trajectories from an initial
simulation using a 1 m3 equant block can be seen in Figure 3-13. Rotational and translational velocity
trends, as well as the runout distribution, of the 1 m3 equant block for the four different resolutions can
be seen in Figure 3-14. From this we can see that the difference between resolutions in terms of
translational and rotational velocity are minor, with only small separation between the velocity trends
for each. Similarly, the general shape and center location of the end point distributions are similar.
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Figure 3-13: Showing the 40o inclined bi-planar slope setup recreated using rock and talus slope LiDAR data. The slope
model was recreated at four different resolutions: 25 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm, and 200 cm. Simulated trajectories using a 1 m
block are shown.
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Figure 3-14: Trends in rotational and translational velocity for a block size of 1 m with four varying mesh
resolutions. The end point distribution for each slope resolution is shown.
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If different block sizes are used for the same test, we see a different effect, with more notable
separation between trends for a given resolution, especially in the case of rotational velocity. Figure 315 shows the translational and rotational velocity for varying mesh resolution, with each plot
representing one of three block sizes: 25 x 25 cm footprint, 50 x 50 cm footprint, and 1 m x 1m footprint.
Each plot is shown using the same scale and illustrates the increasing separation between trends for
different resolutions, as block size decreases. This increased separation with decreasing block size is a
result of the smaller blocks being affected more by the scale of surface roughness present in the various
resolution models. It should be noted that the increase in overall trend magnitude (not separation)
between plots, as block size decreases, is not solely a resolution dependent effect. This is largely due to
the size of the blocks, as smaller diameter blocks have lower moments of inertia. The effects of the
increasingly different velocity trends between resolutions with smaller block sizes is also reflected in
changes in runout. Table 3-1 shows the change in runout between the 25 cm and 2 m resolution meshes
for each of the block sizes used. From this it can be seen that the largest difference in runout (15.6 block
lengths) between the lowest and highest resolution was for the 25 cm block size. The change in runout
decreases for the 50 cm and 1 m block size, with the change in runout for the 1 m block (5.7 block
lengths) being 3 times less than that of the 25 cm block.
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Figure 3-15: Trends in rotational velocity versus fall height for varying resolutions. Each plot represents a different
block size.
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Table 3-1: Change in runout between the highest (25 cm) and lowest (200 cm) mesh resolutions for each block
size. The change in runout is normalized by block dimension and is equivalent to the number of block lengths
between the mean runout for the 25 cm mesh and 200 cm mesh.

Block Size

Change in Mean Runout Between 25 cm and 2 m Mesh Resolution

25 cm

15.6 block lengths

50 cm

8.0 block lengths

100 cm

5.7 block lengths

While the effect of mesh resolution and block size has been examined here briefly, it should be
noted that the degree to which variable resolution will affect block kinematics, is also dependent on the
inherent roughness of the slope surface you are modelling. Bühler et al. (2016) observed that the effects
of DEM resolution between a relatively smooth high-alpine test site, and a rough rock glacier surface,
were notably different. In the smooth surface case similar runout distances and impact energies were
observed for DEM resolutions ranging between 10 cm and 10 m. In contrast, the comparably rough rock
glacier site resulted in a nearly 100% increase in mean kinetic energy between the 10 cm and 10 m
resolution simulations. It is important to consider this when selecting model resolutions, and suggests
that for relatively smooth slopes, such as some soil slopes, DEM resolution may not be as influential.

3.2.5 Summary of Parametric Analysis
The purpose of this analysis was to investigate the effects that various inputs have on the performance
of our simulation prototype. This was done to get a better understanding of the interplay between
different simulation inputs, and to inform input considerations and the ongoing development of this
technique. From the above analysis of inputs there were three main observations:
•

Simulated rotational velocity is sensitive to the friction angle, in particular when the friction
angle is below or approaching the local slope angle as this governs the transition from sliding to
bounce-and-roll style motion.
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•

Simulation results, including translational velocity, rotational velocity, bounce height, and
runout, are affected by block shape, and highly dependent on release orientation when nonequant block shapes are used.

•

The impact of mesh resolution on simulation results, including rotational and translational
velocity, as well as runout, is sensitive to the size of simulated blocks, with smaller footprint
blocks affected more by changes in relative resolution as it pertains to surface roughness.
Now that we have looked at some of the effects of varying simulation inputs for a simple bi-

planar case it is important that we investigate the simulation techniques usefulness for modelling
rockfall for real slopes. The following sections will demonstrate the application of our simulation
prototype to reproducing rockfall trends from field-scale rockfall datasets.

3.3 Field Experiment Comparison
In order to test the ability of our simulation technique to model realistic rockfall trajectories, it has been
used to simulate rockfall data collected as part of two field scale studies. These studies provide
information about natural and induced rockfalls, such as runout distance, bounce heights, and velocity,
allowing us to compare simulation results to observed rockfall behaviour on natural slopes. Velocity
information captured during field scale experiments is especially useful for assessing the behaviour of
simulation physics, providing a better overall test of model performance, relative to solely runout-based
comparisons. The cases discussed below collected different pieces of information as part of their field
studies. No one experiment provides a complete report of key information including runout distances
and positions, translational velocity, rotational velocity, and bounce height. As a result, the simulation
comparison to each set of test data is limited to the information reported in the original study and does
not allow for a complete analysis of simulation performance for any one site.
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3.3.1 Ehime Prefecture
In 2003 an experimental rockfall study was conducted on Shikoku Island in the Ehime Prefecture of
Japan as described in Ushiro et al. (2006). The study involved the controlled dropping of concrete
spheres, cubes, and natural blocks of rock, using a hydraulic excavator, on a 42 m high slope. The upper
26 m of the slope was predominantly thinly bedded sandstone and mudstone with an average slope
angle of 44 degrees. Below this was a 16 m section of firm talus with an average slope angle of 35
degrees. The majority of the slope is covered by a thin layer of soil with sparse grass and shrubby
vegetation. Block trajectories and kinematics were recorded using a combination of high speed cameras,
as well as triaxial accelerometers embedded in the rocks. Of the tests conducted, 12 natural rock blocks
were released, with masses ranging between 120 to 2060 kg. These blocks will be the focus of the model
comparison. Images of the site and two example rock blocks, as well as the mass distribution of the
blocks used during the experiment can be seen in Figure 3-16. Using contour data provided for the site,
a 3D mesh of the slope surface was generated using Poisson Surface Reconstruction in CloudCompare.
The resulting surface model can be seen in 3-17 along with the simulated boulder generated for this
comparison using the 3D modelling package Blender (Blender Foundation 2017).
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Figure 3-16: The Ehime test site in Japan, including images of the slope (A) and example blocks used for the rockfall
drop tests (B). A histogram of block masses used in the experiments is shown (C). Images of the slope and rockfall
masses are modified from Ushiro et al. (2006).
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Figure 3-17: A) Contour map of the site, including the placement of video cameras on the slope (from Ushiro et al.
2006). B) The 3D mesh generated from contour data for rockfall simulation. C) The 3D block generated for rockfall
simulation.

In order to compare model performance, simulations were run releasing 30 blocks for each of
the 12 masses reported. As the exact 3D release point at the top of the slope is not specified, the release
location and release orientation was varied stochastically within a release zone for each block simulated.
The translational velocity and rotational velocity for each of the blocks was recorded at every impact
location and used for comparison with the data collected from the Ehime natural rock tests. Similar to
analysis conducted by Mitchell (2015), a local non-parametric smoothing curve, in this case LOESS, was
fit to the data and used as the basis for residual comparison between the two datasets. First, a LOESS
smoothing curve was fit to the observed data. Residuals were recorded between the observed data and
the curve as well as the simulated data and the curve. If the mean of the simulated residuals is close to
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zero, this indicates minimal bias in the general velocity trend across all fall heights. Similar spread in the
residuals indicates that the simulation models scatter away from the mean trend well. A LOESS
smoothing curve was also fit to the simulated data, showing the overall agreement in trends across all
trajectory heights, highlighting areas of over and under-prediction. LOESS was used for this analysis as
the non-parametric nature and localized fitting eliminated the need to make a prior assumption about
the shape of the relationship, which may have biased the fit comparisons. The following figures show
the curves and residual plots for the translational and rotational data.
Figure 3-18 shows the comparison between the observed and simulated in-bound translational
velocity versus fall height datasets. From this plot we see a strong agreement in terms of shape and
position of the two LOESS curve fits. The spread in the residuals is very similar as well, with the mean of
the residuals close to zero. The slight skew in the mean is due to the fact that the majority of the
separation between the simulated and observed curve is leftward, indicating a consistent slight underprediction, rather than an even mix of over and under-prediction in in-bound velocity.
Figure 3-19 shows the comparison between the observed and simulated out-bound translational
velocity versus fall height datasets. From this plot we see good agreement in the overall shape of the
curves, with a flattened curve compared to the trend in in-bound velocity. In this case there is more
separation between the curves with areas of slight under- and over-prediction. The mean of the
simulated residuals is still close to zero, indicating that the simulation velocities were unbiased overall.
We also see a comparable range of variability, with the simulated results producing a slightly lower
standard deviation compared to the observed results.
Figure 3-20 shows the comparison between the observed and simulated out-bound rotational
velocity versus fall height datasets. In this case we see similar shapes in the curves, once again with
areas of both under- and over-prediction. The most notable difference in this case is the degree of
variability present in the simulated data. While the residual distribution is still centered near zero, we
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see a much larger spread away from the general trend in the simulation, especially on the upper end. In
order to get an idea for how significant this difference in spread is for the two distributions, the MannWhitney-U test was performed. The Mann-Whitney-U test is a non-parametric significance test, testing
the null-hypothesis that the two datasets come from similar distributions. The test is ideal for this case
as it works for datasets with different numbers of observations, and non-normal distributions. Both the
observed and simulated residual distributions were tested using a one-sample Kolmorgorov-Smirnov
test, checking that they met the criteria for non-normality. The Mann-Whitney-U test was then applied,
yielding p >> 0.05, suggesting that there is little evidence to refute the null-hypothesis, and that the
difference between the two distributions is insignificant.
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Figure 3-18: Plot of observed and simulated incident translational velocities versus fall height for the Ehime test site.
Residuals for the LOESS curve fit to the observed data, and for the simulated data to the observed LOESS fit are
also shown.
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Figure 3-19: Plot of observed and simulated rebound translational velocities versus fall height for the Ehime test site.
Residuals for the LOESS curve fit to the observed data, and for the simulated data to the observed LOESS fit are also
shown.
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Figure 3-20: Plot of observed and simulated rebound rotational velocities versus fall height for the Ehime test site.
Residuals for the LOESS curve fit to the observed data, and for the simulated data to the observed LOESS fit are also
shown.

Interestingly a similar observation regarding the spread in simulated rotational velocity was
made by Mitchell (2015) when testing the Pierre 2 rockfall model. While the model was able to produce
good comparisons for in-bound translational velocity and out-bound translational velocity, as well as a
similar overall trend in rotational velocity, the spread in simulated rotation was notably higher than the
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observed values (Figure 3-21). Given that two different models have produced this result, the
discrepancy in rotational velocity variability could potentially be attributed to the collection and
processing of accelerometer data from the Ehime test in 2006. While currently there are only three
documented cases using such accelerometers in field-scale rockfall tests (Ushiro et al. 2006; Vick 2015;
Volkwein 2018), accelerometers are extensively used in other fields such as biomechanics, tracking the
movement of limbs. In a 2007 study by Digby et al. on tibia rotation during running impact, the authors
found that the use of lower accelerometer sampling rates and filter cut-off frequencies, common in the
literature, resulted in substantially underestimated peak rotational velocities. Another study by Ziebar et
al (2017) compared the performance of accelerometers with different operating ranges of ±260 g and ±6
g and found that the lower operating range underestimated peak impact acceleration by up to 35%,
with underestimation largest for higher impact magnitudes, as g values exceeded the sensor’s operating
range. While not directly related to the measurement of rotation during rockfall runout, these examples
from biomechanics illustrate the fact that signal processing, and sensor specifications can lead to the
underestimation of peak values returned from accelerometers. While the g value operating range of the
sensor used in the Ehime experiments is not reported, it is possible that the often rapid, high-energy
collisions which take place during runout could have affected the accuracy of sensor outputs due to
operating range exceedance. For example, maximum accelerations of greater than 250 g were observed
in the rock rolling experiments conducted by Volkwein et al. (2018) in the Oberalp pass in Switzerland.
Even with this in mind, it is clear that the simulation of rockfall rotational velocity is an area which still
needs further investigation.
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Figure 3-21: Plot of observed and simulated rebound rotational velocities versus fall height from a comparison of
the Pierre 2 rockfall model to the Ehime test data. Figure from Mitchell (2015).

Finally, the bounce heights recorded from the simulation were compared with the bounce
heights measured in the field. In this case the height measured for a given bounce was the distance
between the rockfall center of mass and a line drawn between the two collision points bounding the
bounce trajectory. This is compared to the typical method for height measurement in our simulation
which is distance between the rockfall surface and the slope surface measured in the downward
direction. The design bounce height (95% height) produced for all of the trajectories simulated at the
Ehime test site, was approximately 1.5 m. The design height produced by the simulation is 1.85 m.
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3.3.2 Port Hills Study
The Port Hills are located approximately 6 km from the city of Christchurch, in the Canterbury region of
New Zealand. They form part of the Banks Peninsula, and are the remnants of a volcanic complex active
11 – 5.8 Ma (Heron et al. 2014; Hampton and Cole. 2009; Vick. 2015). In recent years, several rockfall
investigations (Massey et al. 2014; Vick. 2015; Borella et al. 2016) have been carried out in the area,
spurred on by the numerous rockfall events (>6000) which occurred during the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake, part of the larger 2010 – 2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence.
Two field studies in particular were chosen for simulation comparison, the Mt. Vernon rockfall
drop tests carried out by Vick (2015), and the analysis of earthquake induced rockfall at Mt. Rapaki by
Vick (2015) and Borella et al. (2016). The location of the two study sites relative to each other and the
city of Christchurch can be seen in Figure 3-22. These two studies were chosen as they provide detailed
descriptions of the methods and data used, as well as the fact that both sites have available open source
data. This data includes 1 m aerial LiDAR, and 7.5 cm aerial imagery, available through the Land
Information New Zealand (LINZ) data service. As well, a map of surficial units at both sites, including
delineated cliff polylines, are available for both sites through the Port Hills geotechnical open data feed
from the Christchurch City Council. This data, as well as information from the previous studies suggest
that surficial units at the two sites are similar. The rockfall source cliffs are comprised of a mixture of
outcropping basalt breccias and massive basalts (Vick 2015). Slopes below the source zones are
predominantly comprised of a mixture of colluvium and loess deposits, with the amount of colluvium
increasing proximal to the source zone. The presence of similar slope materials at the site is useful as it
allows us to run simulations and compare results using the same input coefficients.
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Figure 3-22: Location of the Port Hills sites near Christchurch, in the Canterbury region of New Zealand.

3.3.2.1 Mt. Rapaki
The purpose of the study completed by Borella et al. (2016) was to compare the runout seen in
prehistoric and modern rockfall distributions at Mt. Rapaki, investigating the effects that landscape
change in the Anthropocene have had on rockfall runout. The basis for this analysis were boulder
distributions generated from field mapping at the site, following the events of the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake in which rockfall runout reached the downslope town of Rapaki. The dataset of modern
boulder end locations, mobilized during the earthquake event, contains 400 boulders for Mt. Rapaki,
with 285 in the paper study area. A similar dataset was created for paleo-boulders, which includes 1049
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end points for the study bounds. The conclusion of the authors was that the differences in runout seen
between the modern and prehistoric distributions was due to previous native forest cover at the site. As
the Unity simulation technique currently does not incorporate energy dissipation due to vegetation, only
the modern boulder distribution for the study site (unforested) was considered for our simulation
comparison. There is no forest cover currently present on the Mt. Vernon site, and therefore modelling
with the use of paleo-forest parameters at Mt. Rapaki would not have been useful for comparison with
the current conditions at Mt. Vernon.
A plan map of the Mt. Rapaki site, as well as the 3D mesh generated for the site from available 1
m aerial LiDAR are shown in Figure 3-23. For the Mt. Rapaki simulation, rockfall source cliffs were
selected using a combination of data. First, cliff polylines from the Port Hills Geotechnical dataset were
selected from locations on the slope previously deemed sources by Vick (2015) and Borella et al. (2016).
Regions with a slope angle 55o and higher were then selected from the 3D mesh of the slope. The 55o
threshold was based on observations by Vick (2015) that cliff faces at Mt. Rapaki are >= 55o. Where the
delineated steep cliff faces agreed with the lateral extents of the previously determined cliff polylines,
these mesh areas were selected. By doing this, the extents of the cliff source zone are better captured in
the simulation, as traditional cliff polylines would collapse a 50+ m vertical cliff into a single release
elevation. As well, this method of sourcing captures the relative increase or decrease in rockfall
probability between similarly steep cliffs with different outcrop areas. In Borella et al. (2016) the three
source zones selected for simulation were given different weightings, in order to capture the author’s
interpretation that the upper, larger, cliff section sources rockfalls at higher frequencies than the two
lower, relatively smaller, cliffs. In our model the likelihood that a fall comes from either zone, is captured
by the fact that larger cliff sections in the 3D model result in more source points generated for that area.
This effectively means, that the more steep rocky cliff there is, the more potential there is for rockfall to
release in the simulation.
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Figure 3-23: A) Map of the Mt. Rapaki study slope adjacent to the village of Rapaki with the modern rockfall
limit shown. B) Oblique view of the 3D mesh generated for Mt. Rapaki from 1 m aerial LiDAR. Rockfall
source areas used for the simulation are shown. Each source area represents a rocky section of the slope, 55o
or steeper, which was in the original source region identified by Vick (2015) and Borella et al. (2016).
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The size of simulated boulders was based on frequency-magnitude analysis at Mt. Rapaki
(Borella et al. 2016), with relative frequencies of 60%, 35% and 5% for volumes of 0.1 – 1 m3, 1 – 10 m3,
and 10 – 100 m3 respectively. Block shapes used for the simulation were generated based on the
analysis of 59 boulders from Mt. Rapaki by Vick (2015), in which the boulders were assigned to Sneed
and Folk shape classes (Sneed and Folk 1958). Additionally, the angularity of the simulated boulders was
based on the percentage of angular and rounded boulders classified in the Port Hills Geotechnical data
for Mt. Rapaki. The set of virtual boulder shapes produced here, and a breakdown of boulder volume,
shape, and angularity used for the Unity simulation, can be seen in Figure 3-24.

Figure 3-24: 3D boulder shapes used for the Mt. Rapaki simulation, including a breakdown of the size, shape,
and angularity of the boulders released.
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The results of the Mt. Rapaki simulation compare well with the observed boulder distribution
mapped at the site. The extents of the simulated runout can be seen in Figure 3-25, compared to the
extents of the mapped boulders, and RAMMS::ROCKFALL simulation from Borella et al. (2016). In both
the observed and simulated runouts, end points are scattered across the study site, with some boulders
reaching the road and town of Rapaki at the base of the slope. A comparison of shadow angle between
the mapped boulders and simulated boulders in Unity is also shown. A non-parametric significance test
(two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov) was applied to the two distributions producing a p-value of 0.74. This
supports the null hypothesis that at the 5% and 10% levels of significance, the two datasets can be
considered to be from the same distribution. In terms of shadow angle comparison, the
RAMMS::ROCKFALL simulation of the modern boulder distribution from Borella et al. (2016) yielded an
equivalently high p-value of 0.74.
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Figure 3-25: A) Mapped and simulated modern boulder locations from Borella et al. (2016). B) Simulated boulder runout
locations using our game-engine based simulation technique. C) Plot comparing the shadow angle distribution from the
mapped and simulated boulder locations (p-value = 0.74).

3.3.2.2 Mt. Vernon
The study carried out by Vick (2015) at Mt. Vernon involved the controlled release of in-situ rockfall
blocks from the crest of the slope. Prior to release, blocks were measured, and instrumented using the
StoneNode sensor developed at the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research
and ETH Zurich (Niklaus et al. 2017). The sensor includes a 3-axes gyroscope, 1-axes g-force sensor (±250
g), 3-axes accelerometer (<18 g), barometric pressure sensor, data logger (600 hz), and wireless
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transmitter. An array of sixteen different cameras (dSLR and GoPro) were set up along the slope, and
perpendicular to the downslope travel direction. The combination of video recording and embedded
rockfall sensors allowed the authors to track the position and rotation of blocks during runout. While 20
boulders were released during the study, detailed information regarding position and rotation is only
available in Vick (2015) for a single trial. For this trial the approximate shape and size of the boulder, the
start and end points of the runout, the path taken by the boulder during runout, and its recorded
rotational velocity, are known. A surficial unit map of the site, with overlaid runout path from the
experimental boulder can be seen in Figure 3-26.
Using the information from Vick (2015) and the available data for Mt. Vernon, a simulation of
the single rockfall release was generated. The slope mesh produced from available 1 m aerial LiDAR, and
a 3D boulder produced based on measurements of the experimental boulder can be seen in Figure 3-26.
100 simulated releases were run in Unity, varying the initial start location and rotation. The locus of
trajectories generated can be seen in Figure 3-27, including a comparison of the simulated and observed
rotational velocity. From the trajectories, we see that some simulated blocks reach a similar end point as
the experimental block, and that the trajectories are in a similar region of the slope as the runout path
from the experiment. From the velocity plot we can see that the rotation recorded from the experiment,
lies within the envelope of simulated rotational velocities. Here the Mt. Vernon comparison is being
used to reaffirm the model input parameters used for the Mt. Rapaki site. The comparison to a single
rockfall event does not allow us to say that the simulation is calibrated for this site specifically. Instead,
the fact that the experimental runout path, end point, and rotational signature lie within the
distributions for the simulated results, is meant to illustrate that using the same input parameters as the
nearby Mt. Rapaki slope, the model does not fail. The ability of the simulation to produce reasonable
results at both Mt. Vernon and Mt. Rapaki, is a good sign that overfitting is less likely to have occurred,
and that the models are producing realistic trajectories for the Port Hills area.
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Figure 3-26: Showing a site map of the Mt. Vernon slope (A) and a photo of the experimental boulder prior to release (B), both modified from Vick (2015). C)
3D mesh of the slope generated from 1 m aerial LiDAR. D) 3D boulder used for simulation based on the dimensions of the experimental boulder.
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Figure 3-27: A) Plan view map of the Mt. Vernon 3D mesh showing 100 simulated trajectories of the released boulder. Red circles indicate the start
and stop location of the boulder released during the experiment by Vick (2015). B) Rotational velocity plot showing rotational signatures for all 100
simulated blocks compared to the measured rotational signature from the experiment.
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3.3.3 Summary of Field Comparisons
The purpose of the above work was to compare the results produced by our simulation prototype to
real rockfall runout from induced and natural rockfall events measured in the field. The two studies used
for comparison provided different comparison metrics with the Ehime study focused on velocity, and
the Port Hills study focused on runout. The simulation prototype compared well with respect to inbound and out-bound translational velocities for the Ehime dataset. The general trend in rotational
velocity produced also agreed with measurements from the experiment but with a much larger spread
in value, a similar result to the Pierre 2 comparison by Mitchell (2015). The Port Hills comparison also
yielded promising results with the simulation producing a similar runout region and shadow angle
distribution as was mapped in the field for natural rockfall at Mt. Rapaki. Using the same parameter set
as Mt. Rapaki, the simulation was capable of producing a set of 3D trajectories, and rotational velocity
which agreed with field measurements from the boulder release at Mt. Vernon.

3.3.4 Recommendations for Future Experiments
The rockfall field experiments discussed above for simulation testing are only a small subset of the
experimental data from literature. Numerous other experiments studying different aspects of the
rockfall process exist, including: Dorren et al. (2005), Dessenberger et al. (2006), Gili et al. (2016), and
Volkwein et al. (2018). Similar to experiments used here for simulation testing, the experiments found in
the literature listed above measure or report select pieces of information about the experimental
rockfall events. Through the process of selecting experiments for these comparisons and collecting
available data, it is apparent that there is need for a standardized set of parameters which should be
collected and reported as part of every rock rolling experiment, or alternatively a single standard test
dataset which all rockfall simulations can be tested against. The experiment would ideally involve a
slope or multiple slopes with a variety of surface materials from hard rock to soft soil, and throw rocks
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of varying sizes and shapes including the three end-member block shapes; platy, elongate, and cubic.
From my own experience testing the performance of this simulation technique, such a dataset would
include the following available information:
•

Photographs of the field site and experimental setup.

•

Topographic information for the slope present at the study site for the complete extents which
experimental rockfall reached. Ideally this information would be collected at the highest
resolution possible for the site using laser scanning or photogrammetric techniques.

•

A map of delineated surficial units at the site with accompanying material descriptions and
images.

•

The mass of each rockfall thrown as part of the experiment.

•

The shape of each rockfall thrown as part of the experiment. At a minimum this would be
described by a, b, c axis measurements of the rockfall. Ideally with available technology a 3D
model of each block would be produced either by laser scanning, or photogrammetric
reconstruction.

•

A description of the release mechanism for the rockfalls as it pertains to the initial velocity and
potential energy of the fall (ie. was it dropped from height by a loader, or nudged into rolling
using an air bag).

•

The release location and final runout location for each rockfall. As well as the release orientation
of the block for non-equant shapes.

•

The translational and rotational velocity of each rockfall sampled during trajectory.

•

The bounce heights of each rockfall measured from the surface of the rockfall to the slope in
either the downward direction or normal to the slope surface.
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While some rockfall models currently used today do not take into account detailed 3D rockfall
shape, or high resolution topography (< 1 m), this technique, as well as RAMMS::ROCKFALL and other
models currently in development are capable of using this information. Therefore, in an effort to
produce a standard rockfall dataset, this information should be collected up front. In the case where
models use empirical shape factors, 3D models of the rockfalls can be used to extract 2D shape
information. Similarly, high resolution 3D topographic information can be decimated to lower
resolutions or used to produce 2.5D terrain datasets, or 2D profiles. In essence, as much information as
practically possible would be collected during such a standardized rockfall experiment, allowing
subsequent researchers to extract the relevant information they need for models of varying complexity.
The existence of a standardized rockfall dataset would allow for a more meaningful comparison of
existing rockfall modelling software, potentially reducing biases towards datasets which suit the
strengths of a particular model, or overlook parameters which the model is known to perform poorly
for.

3.4 Conclusions
An investigation into the effects of various simulation inputs has been completed. This includes the
effects of varying the PhysX engine friction and restitution coefficients, as well as the effect of input
slope and block geometry on velocity and runout. This work was completed in order to identify potential
sensitivities in the simulation method to specific inputs, with the goal of informing future use and
development of the method for the study of rockfall. At this time, no unexplained or erroneous
sensitivities were identified. The effects of input coefficient and geometric variability behaved as
expected compared to standard kinematic behaviour and the findings of other rockfall modelling
studies.
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The comparison of our game-engine based simulation prototype to field data from three
different sites has also been completed. The simulation method produced reasonable results at all three
sites, with comparison metrics including translational velocity, rotational velocity, bounce height,
runout, and shadow angle. While each of the listed metrics was compared at least once across the three
different studies, the comparisons were mainly divided into velocity in the case of the Ehime
experiments and runout in the case of the Port Hills. When comparing simulated and observed data, it is
important to understand that each of these metrics are not independent. A block moving more slowly
will likely have a shorter runout. Blocks with smaller bounce heights, have less to time accelerate during
free-fall, resulting in decreased translational velocities, and vice versa. As a result, further comparisons
to field data are needed, with a focus on a case study where all of the above pieces of information have
been collected. Only at this point will we be able to truly assess simulation performance as a whole.
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Chapter 4: Simulation of Rockfall Detected Using Terrestrial Laser Scans
from Rock Slopes in South-Central British Columbia
4.1 Introduction
Rockfall is a mass-movement hazard often found in mountainous environments, posing risk to human
lives and the safe operation of infrastructure. In Canada, rockfall hazard is particularly problematic for
transportation infrastructure, where traffic corridors have been constructed in steep river valleys,
adjacent to natural and cut slopes. In many of these valleys, right-of-way space is limited, forcing
operators to construct highways and railways with minimal clearance to potentially unstable rock
masses. From a management perspective, the proximity and extensive presence of fractured and
weathered rock slopes in western Canada, combined with the seemingly unpredictable nature of rockfall
events, makes it difficult for operators to prepare for this hazard.
Like any geohazard, we are interested in knowing how frequently we can expect events to
occur, where they are most likely to come from, and whether or not they will reach and cause harm to
our elements at risk. For rockfall this could involve identifying lithologies which are more susceptible to
rockfall (e.g. Rosser et al. 2005; van Veen 2016), or correlating rockfall frequency to triggering events
like severe rain storms (e.g. D’Amato et al. 2016; Pratt et al. 2018). In order to build these relationships,
we first need knowledge of previous rockfall occurrence in the area. This is one of the main challenges in
the study of rockfall. Due to challenging terrain in mountainous areas, and safety concerns where
rockfall activity is high, site access to the slopes of interest is often limited, prohibiting the ability for
direct measurement.
In order to circumvent these obstacles, modern remote sensing techniques, such as LiDAR, have
seen widespread use in the study of landslide hazards like rockfall (Jaboyedoff et al. 2010). Terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) in particular, has been increasingly applied in recent years to the study of rock slope
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instabilities (Abellán et al. 2014). TLS for rock slope assessment allows engineers to create a detailed 3D
model of the slope geometry, supporting a range of geotechnical and geomechanical analyses. From a
single scan they can extract slope angle measurements, map rockmass structure, and look for evidence
of past rockfall (Telling et al., 2017). Using multiple successive scans of the same slope, progressive
changes to the slope surface can be measured. Multi-temporal scanning enables researchers to build
detailed magnitude-frequency relationships for slopes, detecting rockfall events over time, supporting
the study of processes such as coastal cliff erosion (e.g. Rosser et al. 2007; Williams et al. 2018), as well
as hazard and risk assessments for linear infrastructure such as railways (e.g. van Veen et al. 2017). The
identification of rockfall events using sequential scanning, also permits the back-analysis of rockfall
triggering factors and failure mechanisms. A study by Kromer et al (2015) used TLS change detection to
investigate the occurrence of a 2600 m3 failure above a section of Canadian National Railway in western
Canada, including an analysis of structural constraints, pre-failure deformation, and pre-cursor rockfall
leading up to failure.
While the application of TLS to rock slope monitoring is often focused on determining how likely
future rockfall is or where said rockfall may come from, it is also important to determine how likely it is
that the rockfall material will reach an element at risk should a fall occur. In order to answer that
question, rockfall modelling programs can be used to simulate the runout of falling rock material using
numerical models (Duffy and Turner. 2012). A given rockfall simulation requires a representation in 2D,
2.5D, or 3D, of the slope surface and rockfall mass being modelled. TLS can support rockfall simulation
by providing a high-resolution 3D model of the slope surface, and in cases where a rockfall event has
been identified using change detection between multiple scans, the volume and location of the rockfall
mass. In order to leverage the quality and quantity of 3D point cloud data being collected as part of a
rock-slope monitoring program in western Canada, a 3D rockfall simulation technique using gameengine technology has been developed (Ondercin 2016; Sala Chapter 2). The technique uses the video
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game development platform Unity3D (Unity Technologies. 2018) and is capable of simulating rockfall
runout using fully 3D meshes built from TLS point cloud data.
One of the strengths of this simulation technique is its ability to simulate rockfall runout using
multiple interacting bodies. This capability allows us to produce simulations of fragmental rockfall
events which are defined by the presence of multiple mobile fragments of rock during runout (Hungr
and Evans 1988). Conventional rockfall modelling programs (e.g. Rocfall (Rocscienc Inc. 2016),
Rockyfor3D (Dorren 2012), RAMMS:ROCKFALL (Bartelt. et al. 2016)) simulate single boulder trajectories
at a time and therefore are unable to model fragmental rockfall runout. The goal of the work presented
in this chapter is to demonstrate the capability of our novel simulation technique to model a series of
rockfall events detected using TLS change detection at two rock slopes in south-central British Columbia.
Emphasis is placed on the ability of the technique to be used for fragmental rockfall runout simulation,
including a discussion of how this type of simulation could support mitigation design.

4.2 Study Sites
The rock slopes of focus for this paper are part of the Ashcroft subdivision of the Canadian National (CN)
Railway. The subdivision follows sections of the Thompson and Fraser river valleys, located between the
towns of Ashcroft and Lytton, British Columbia. This region serves as an important transportation
corridor for Canada, with the presence of not only the CN Rail mainline, but also sections of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and the Trans-Canada Highway. A previous study by Piteau (1977) identified
that rock cuts in this region are subject to slope instability issues due to a combination of lateral erosion
from river activity, over-steepening from blasting during the construction of the railways, and a lack of
adequate rockfall catchment areas.
Two sites in the Ashcroft subdivision will form the basis for this research, the White Canyon, and
Goldpan. The location of these sites along the Thompson River, and proximity to the town of Lytton, BC,
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can be seen in Figure 4-1. The monitoring of these slopes is part of the Railway Ground Hazard Research
Program, a collaborative research initiative focused on the characterization and assessment of mass
movement hazards affecting Canadian railways.

Figure 4-1: Aerial imagery showing the location of the White Canyon and Goldpan field sites situated along
the Thompson River, near the town of Lytton in south-central British Columbia. This region is
approximately 160 km northeast of the city of Vancouver. (Image Source: Google Earth. Digital Globe 2018)

Monitoring at both sites has been ongoing since 2013, with data collection taking place on a
seasonal basis, approximately every 3 months. Point cloud data collection consists of TLS scans acquired
using an Optech ILRIS 3D-ER (2013-2017) or Riegl VZ-400i (2018) LiDAR system. Additionally, ALS data
coverage for both sites, with an average point spacing of 0.3 m, was acquired in 2014 and 2015. Site
photos are collected using a Nikon D700 or similar camera with a 135 mm prime lens. A series of photos
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of the slope are taken using a GigaPan EPIC Pro robotic camera mount, and stitched together into a
single high-resolution site panorama using Gigapan Stitch (GigaPan Systems, 2013).
Goldpan is located on the north side of the Thompson River, approximately 26 km upstream
from the town of Lytton. Present at the base of the slope is a section of the Canadian National Railway
main line. The rock slope spans 800 m, rising up to 65 m vertically above track level. The average slope
angle at the site is 55-60 degrees. TLS data is collected from scanning vantage points across the river
from the slope, accessed via Goldpan Provincial Park. Scan distances range between 170 – 230 m,
producing an average point spacing of approximately 6 cm.
The White Canyon is located on the north side of the Thompson River, approximately 5 km
upstream from the town of Lytton. Present at the base of the slope is a section of the Canadian National
Railway main line. The rock slope spans 2.4 km, rising up to 375 m vertically above track level. The
average slope angle at the site is 40-45 degrees. TLS data is collected from scanning vantage points
across the river from the slope. Scan distances range between 400-600 m, producing an average point
spacing of approximately 10 cm.
Goldpan and the White Canyon are located in the Intermontane belt of the Canadian Cordillera.
Both sites belong to the Quesnellia volcanic arc terrane, which is composed of Carboniferous to MidJurassic volcanic, sedimentary and plutonic rocks (Struik 1987; Monger and Nokelberg 1996). The
rockmass at Goldpan is largely massive and is predominantly composed of volcanics of the midCretaceous Kingsvale-Spences Bridge Group. The main rock types of this Group are basaltic to andesitic
flows interspersed with volcaniclastic sandstones, shales and conglomerates (Brown 1981). The
comparatively large rock slope of the White Canyon belongs to the Mt Lytton plutonic complex (Greig
1989). Locally, the dominant rock type is an amphibolite grade quartzofeldspathic gneiss. Amphibolite
banding is also present and gneissic layering is cross cut throughout the canyon by intrusive phases of
gabbro, tonalite, and granodiorite (Brown 1981).
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Mitigative measures at both sites have been installed in response to frequent rockfall activity
impacting railway operations. At Goldpan this includes rockfall wire mesh draped over parts of the
slope, extensive sections of shotcrete, and four concrete rock sheds. In the eastern half of the White
Canyon there are two timber rock sheds and one concrete shed, as well as wire mesh rockfall nets and
concrete lock blocks adjacent to the track. The western half of the White Canyon also has wire mesh
rockfall nets and lock block retaining walls, as well as an additional three concrete rock sheds, and one
timber rock shed.

4.3 Rockfall Events
Five rockfall events were selected from a database of rockfalls which have been identified using change
detection at White Canyon West, White Canyon East and Goldpan since 2012 (Kromer et al. 2015).
These events have masses ranging from 2 m3 to 170 m3, exhibiting a combination of structurally
controlled failure modes including wedge sliding, planar sliding, topple, and overhanging geometry.
Images of the five slope sections where the rockfall events of interest took place can be seen in Figure 42.
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Figure 4-2: Photos of five rock slope sections from Goldpan (A) and the White Canyon (B-E) sites
adjacent to the Canadian National Railway. The red regions indicate the source zone for the rockfall
events discussed in this chapter, prior to failure.
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Each event showed material accumulation below the source zone in the change detection
results. This is essential as it is the information which will be used for comparison with our simulation
results. Each event is also close to track level, with the highest fall occurring 46 m vertically above the
track. These events were selected because the shorter distance from source to a notable accumulation
of material presents a simpler trajectory for back-analysis and reduces potential confusion interpreting
whether the material gain is due to the selected rockfall or another mass movement nearby. In each
case, change was detected using the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) distance
calculation (Lague et al. 2013) in CloudCompare (2018), between the pre- and post-fall TLS scans. A
summary of each of the rockfall events including change detection results, and site photos before and
after the event are provided in Figures 4-3 – 4-7. Discontinuity and slope angle measurements used for
the stereonet failure mode analysis shown in each figure were completed using the Compass tool in
CloudCompare (2018).
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Figure 4-3: Visual overview of the 170 m3 wedge sliding rockfall event detected at the Goldpan site between July and October 2016. The event involved a large
triangular slab of weathered and jointed rockmass which failed approximately 35 m above a rock shed protecting the track at Goldpan. Site photos (left) of the
source zone pre- and post-failure are shown. Change detection results of the event are shown (center) with cool colours indicating material loss and warm
colours indicating material accumulation. Material from the rockfall accumulated on the bench of the mid-slope gully, as well as on top of the rock shed, with
the majority of the material running out over the shed and leaving the slope. The rockfall hull of the event, extracted from the pre- and post-failure meshes is
shown (upper right), as well as a stereo-net representation of the wedge sliding failure mode.
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Figure 4-4: Visual overview of the 24 m3 wedge sliding rockfall event detected at the White Canyon East site between May and July 2016. The event involved a
large pseudo-cubic block of weathered and jointed rockmass which failed approximately 46 m above track level. Site photos (left) of the source zone pre- and
post-failure are shown. Change detection results of the event are shown (center) with cool colours indicating material loss and warm colours indicating material
accumulation. A small portion of the rockfall volume was retained in the gully leading down to track level, with the majority of accumulation taking place in the
track-side ditch. The rockfall hull of the event, extracted from the pre- and post-failure meshes is shown (upper right), as well as a stereo-net representation of
the wedge sliding failure mode. It should be noted that parts of the source rockmass also exhibited overhanging sections.
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Figure 4-5: Visual overview of the 32 m3 flexural toppling event detected at the White Canyon East site between June and August 2016. The event involved a
large slab of weathered and heavily jointed rockmass which failed approximately 14 m above track level. Site photos (left) of the source zone pre- and postfailure are shown. Change detection results of the event are shown (center) with cool colours indicating material loss and warm colours indicating material
accumulation. Change detection results indicate the bulk of material from the rockfall event was retained in the track-side ditch. The rockfall hull of the event,
extracted from the pre- and post-failure meshes is shown (upper right), as well as a stereo-net representation of the flexural toppling failure mode. It should be
noted that parts of the source rockmass also exhibited overhanging sections.
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Figure 4-6: Schematic overview of the 15 m3 planar sliding rockfall event detected at the White Canyon West site between October 2015 and February 2016.
The event involved an irregularly shaped slab of weathered and heavily jointed rockmass which failed approximately 9.5 m above track level. Site photos (left)
of the source zone pre- and post-failure are shown. Change detection results of the event are shown (center) with cool colours indicating material loss and
warm colours indicating material accumulation. Change detection results indicate that the bulk of the material from the event was retained by the track-side
ditch. The rockfall hull of the event, extracted from the pre- and post-failure meshes is shown (upper right), as well as a stereo-net representation of the
planar sliding failure mode.
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Figure 4-7: Schematic overview of the 8 m3 planar sliding event detected at the White Canyon West site between July and October 2016. The event involved the
failure of two distinct sections of the jointed source rockmass, with the upper (6 m3) and lower (2 m3) failures releasing from 10 m and 6 m above track level
respectively. Site photos (left) of the source zone pre- and post-failure are shown. Change detection results of the event are shown (center) with cool colours
indicating material loss and warm colours indicating material accumulation. Interpretation of the post-fall imagery indicates that the lower failure was inside the
slide path of the upper rockfall event. It is our interpretation that these events likely occurred simultaneously, with the lower failure occurring as a result of impact
from the upper failure. Change detection results indicate that the bulk of the material from the two events was retained by the track-side ditch. The rockfall hull of
the events, extracted from the pre- and post-failure meshes is shown (upper right), as well as a stereo-net representation of the planar sliding failure mode for the
upper, larger event.
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4.3.1 Event Fragmentation
While the selected rockfall events were not observed directly, each event is believed to have been
comprised of multiple mobile fragments. This interpretation is based on observations of the fractured
state of the source zones pre- and post-fall, as well as the size of visible rock fragments in the post-fall
areas of accumulation, below the source zone and adjacent to the track. An example of this can be seen
in Figure 4-8 for the White Canyon overhanging wedge event. In these photos it is clear that the source
rock mass is heavily jointed, and that the accumulation of material generated from the event is not a
few large blocks but rather a deposit of coarse granular material. Similar photos for each of the sites can
be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-8: Before and after photos of the 24 m3 wedge sliding event from White Canyon East. The top row
shows the pre-fall debris present in the track-side ditch (A), as well as the pre-fall source zone (B). The bottom
row shows the post-fall accumulation in the track-side ditch (C), as well as the post-fall source zone (D). From
these images we can see the heavily jointed state of the rockfall mass pre-fall and rockfall back-scarp, post fall.
A notable increase in the quantity and size of debris fragments in the track-side ditch is visible post-fall.

The presence of multiple mobile fragments means that these events may be classified as
fragmental rockfalls (Hungr and Evans, 1988; Hungr et al. 2014). Hungr and Evans (1988) originally
proposed that for the case of fragmental falls, the movement of the most mobile fragments in the fall
are independent of each other. This suggests that the modelling of these events as a volume of
fractured material is unnecessary, and instead single design blocks with a specified average or maximum
fragment volume could be used. This is in contrast with the idea that larger volume rock slope failures
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such as rock avalanches, should be modelled as granular flows rather than independent ballistic
trajectories (Bourrier et al. 2013). The distinction between these two types of motion is often discussed
in relation to the volume of material mobilized as part of the event, with larger volumes (>104 – 10 m3)
suggested to show stronger interaction between individual fragments. A discussion of the various
volumes and classifications of rock slope failure relevant to the transition between these two styles of
motion is presented in Corominas et al. (2017) and suggests that volume thresholds and terminology for
these types of events is not yet consistent in the literature.
While rockfall events <1000 m3, such as are used for this study, may be described as having
limited interaction between mobile fragments, the use of a single design block is not effective in cases
where sufficiently large fragmental falls might overwhelm ditches at the base of a slope. A schematic
overview of this process can be seen in Figure 4-9. Material which builds up in the ditch or other
retaining structures may allow trailing rockfall debris to roll out over this newly formed surface.
Additionally, a trailing fragment of rock may impact the accumulated pile of debris with enough force to
push some fragments out onto the track. Simulation of the entire fragmental rockfall volume at once, as
a moving mass of many fragments, allows for important slope stopping features such as benches,
gullies, and ditches, to be filled, impacting the runout of trailing rockfall material. Snapshots from a
video of a recorded fragmental rockfall which filled a ditch and impacted a section of railway in western
Canada, can be seen in Figure 4-10. In this case, the leading portion of the rockfall event is pushed
forward by trailing material before it is able to fully come to rest in the ditch. Additionally, subsequent
individual rock fragments are able to runout into the track region as a result of the catchment ditch
being full.
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Figure 4-9: Schematic of potential fragmental rockfall runout behaviour. Here leading material from the
event has filled up a catchment ditch. Trailing rockfall material impacting the back of the deposit has the
potential to push the leading material forward and out of the ditch (black arrows). Additionally, the initial
material has created a surface in which trailing rock fragments can runout over top of (grey trajectory),
reducing the effectiveness of the ditch and leading to fragments reaching the track.
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Figure 4-10: Snapshots from a video of a fragmental rockfall event occurring above a section of railway in
western Canada. Elapsed time between frame 1) and frame 6) is approximately 2 seconds.

The simulation of these events as single block falls would produce unrealistic runout due to
interaction with retaining structures like ditches. In addition, the mobility of larger falls is much different
than smaller fragments, with significantly higher potential energies at release, as well as larger moments
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of inertia affecting rotation during runout. At track level the impact energy of a single coherent block
would be larger, resulting in an overestimate of the potential for damage to the track. Additionally, a
single block simulation may underestimate the spatial extent of track interaction, as individual
fragments from a multi-block fall are free to disperse from each other laterally, impacting multiple
points on the track at once. From a design perspective, this would influence the type of mitigation
selected for the site. The isolated high-energy impacts of a large single block may require a fixed, highstrength system like a mechanically-stabilized earth wall or rock shed. In the case of the numerous, small
impacts from a fragmented source volume, a wire-mesh draping to divert the fragments into the ditch
may suffice.

4.4 Runout Simulations
For each of the selected rockfall events from our field sites, we can set up a simulation in the Unity
Game Engine as per the methods described in Chapter 2. Each simulation is comprised of slope and
rockfall geometry elements. The slope geometry is a 3D mesh produced from the pre-fall TLS scan of the
slope, generated using Poisson Reconstruction in Cloud Compare. The rockfall geometry is a 3D mesh
produced from the pre- and post-fall TLS scans of the source region, generated using Poisson
Reconstruction, and connected into a single hull in Blender (Blender Foundation 2017). This hull is then
segmented into a collection of convex hull fragments, using Voronoi fracturing in Blender. This method
subdivides the source rockfall volume into a specified number of fragments selected by the user, with
control over the size and shape of fragments produced. The end result is a simulated rockfall source
volume which reflects the shape and fractured nature of the rockfall event detected from the field. A
detailed explanation of the steps necessary to move from field remote sensing data to a functioning
simulation in Unity, including the workflow from Cloud Compare to Blender to Unity, can be found in
Chapter 2. One of the key strengths of this modelling technique is its ability to simulate the collision
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between multiple moving rigid bodies at once. Support for multi-body collisions allows us to simulate
the disaggregation of heavily jointed source rockfall volumes. This enables us to study the types of
rockfall runout expected to occur at our field sites, taking into consideration the implications of
fragmental runout discussed above. Snapshots of an example fragmental rockfall simulation for the 170
m3 Goldpan event can be seen in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Screenshots of a fragmental rockfall simulation (1000 fragments) for the 170 m3 rockfall event at
Goldpan.

When developing or attempting to calibrate any new simulation technique, it is necessary to
compare simulation outputs to real observations of the phenomena you are attempting to model. In
Chapter 3 this was done using recorded velocity data from embedded sensors for the Ehime Prefecture
rockfall study, and mapped boulder runout locations for the Port Hills rockfall study. For the five rockfall
cases selected from our field sites, velocity data and the location of specific rockfall boulders is not
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available. Instead the location and magnitude of change present in the change detection results of each
event will serve as the basis for simulation comparison.
Simulations of each of the five selected rockfall events were run and change maps of the
simulation results were produced. In order to generate change detection maps for the simulations, the
positions of the simulated fragments, post-simulation, were merged with the slope geometry to create a
post-simulation 3D mesh. Similarly, the fragmented rockfall geometry, pre-simulation, was merged with
the slope geometry to create a pre-simulation 3D mesh. Each mesh was then converted into a point
cloud in Blender. The conversion of the mesh data to a point cloud allows us to use the M3C2 distance
calculation for both the actual and simulated rockfall events, rather than using a mesh to mesh distance
calculation for the simulation data. The transition from simulation mesh to point cloud is done by
selecting only visible vertices in the mesh, using a similar vantage point with which the original TLS scan
of the slope was collected. The selection of only visible vertices in the mesh is necessary as the 3D
rockfall fragments, pre- and post-simulation, have vertices across their entire surfaces, both front and
back facing. This results in multiple layers of points in the pre-fall source zone, and post-fall
accumulation zone, adversely affecting point cloud normal calculations and producing errors in the
distance measurements between what should be distinct pre- and post-fall surfaces.
The results of the change detection analysis for each simulated rockfall event are shown in
Figures 4-12 – 4-16. In each case the game-engine based simulation prototype was able to produce
reasonable results, comparing well in terms of the location and magnitude of simulated changes. The
percentages of source rockfall volume retained at different locations on the slope is shown. Volume
measurements using the actual event point cloud data were completed using the 2.5D Volume tool in
CloudCompare (2018). Simulated volume percentages were determined using the 3D mesh data for
each of the convex hull fragments simulated in Unity3D. For each event, the retained percentages
agreed well between the actual and simulated runout, with the majority of the rockfall material ending
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up in the track-side ditches for every event except the Goldpan wedge slide. In the Goldpan case we see
two distinct areas of accumulation, the mid-slope bench and on top of the rock shed. In this case the
simulation results produced similar accumulations in both locations, with the majority of the material
leaving the slope over the edge of the rock shed.
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Figure 4-12: A comparison of the actual and simulated change detection results from the 170 m3 wedge sliding event at Goldpan. The simulation produced a
good comparison with the actual change results, yielding a similar spatial distribution, and magnitude of change. In both cases accumulation takes place on
the mid-slope bench and on top of the rock shed, with the majority of volume running out off the slope. The percentage of initial source volume retained at
various locations on the actual and simulated slope is displayed and shows a strong agreement between the actual and simulated analysis. Areas of additional
loss in the actual change detection, on top of the rock shed and at the mid-slope bench, are not captured in the simulation results. The simulation technique
uses a fixed, rigid slope surface, and is not able to capture smaller slope failures which may have occurred as a result of runout from the initial 170 m3 event.
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Figure 4-13: A comparison of the actual and simulated change detection results from the 24 m3 wedge sliding event from White Canyon East. The
simulation produced a good comparison with the actual change results, yielding a similar spatial distribution, and magnitude of change. The percentage of
initial source volume retained at various locations on the actual and simulated slope is shown. In this case the majority of material in both the actual and
simulated analysis ends up in the track-side ditch, with a smaller component of the volume stopped inside the gully. In the simulated change a small number
of fragments do reach track level, representing approximately 2% of the simulated volume.
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Figure 4-14: A comparison of the actual and simulated change detection results from the 32 m3 flexural toppling event from White Canyon East. The
simulation produced a good comparison with the actual change detection results, yielding a similar spatial distribution, and magnitude of change. The
percentage of initial source volume retained at various locations on the actual and simulated slope is shown. The majority of material in both cases is
retained in the track-side ditch. In the simulated case a small amount of the simulated volume comes to rest on the slope (0.5%) and runs out into the
track area (1.5%).
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Figure 4-15: A comparison of the actual and simulated change detection results from the 15 m3 planar sliding event from White Canyon West. The
simulation produced a good comparison with the actual change detection results, yielding a similar spatial distribution, and magnitude of change. The
percentage of initial source volume retained at various locations on the actual and simulated slope is shown. The majority of material in both cases is retained
in the track-side ditch. In the simulated case 1% of the volume reaches the track area.
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Figure 4-16: A comparison of the actual and simulated change detection results from the 8 m3 planar sliding event from White Canyon West. The simulation
produced a good comparison with the actual change detection results, yielding a similar spatial distribution, and magnitude of change. The percentage of
initial source volume retained at various locations on the actual and simulated slope is shown. The majority of material in both cases is retained in the trackside ditch. In the simulated case a small amount of the simulated volume comes to rest on the slope (1.5%) and runs out into the track area (1.5%).
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4.4.1 Simulation with Multiple Parameterizations
In each of the above change-based simulation comparisons, a single model iteration which produced a
positive comparison to the observed change was shown. The input parameters used to produce each
comparison are not identical, with variation between the five sites. For a single simulation, a parameter
set consisting of coefficients of dynamic friction, restitution, and viscoplastic ground drag, was chosen.
The parameter sets used for each of the five site comparisons are shown in Table 1.
Table 4-1: The material coefficients used for each of the five rockfall event simulations. The fragmentation
levels selected for the 15 simulation iterations run for the White Canyon East wedge sliding event are also
included.

While a single parameter set can be selected giving reasonable results which align with the
accumulations seen in the change detection, we cannot be certain that this parameter set will best
reflect conditions at any given site in the area. The friction, restitution, and damping coefficients used
are a simplification of a suite of interconnected and complex processes which govern the loss of energy
during collision between the rockfall and slope. For example, variations in moisture content for a section
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of soil affects slope deformation and therefore the transfer of energy which takes place during collision
(Vick. 2015). From a forward modelling perspective, while advances in rock-slope monitoring have
shown that we are now able to detect pre-failure deformation for unstable sections of slopes (Royan et
al. 2013; Kromer et al. 2015; Kromer et al. 2017), in some cases providing time-to-failure estimates, we
are not able to predict the exact time at which a failure will occur. Therefore, in terms of material
parameters, we cannot know the exact state of the slope when runout will take place. For this reason, it
makes sense that a range of potential material coefficients be used to capture the variability in these
parameters.
Similarly, for forward modelling events based on pre-failure deformation or pre-cursor rockfall,
the exact volume of a failure would not be known prior to the event. While volume estimates based on
structure in the source rock mass are possible (e.g. Lambert et al. 2012; e.g. Salvini et al. 2013), they
require assumptions about joint persistence. As a result, it would be advisable to estimate a range of
potential volumes using the least and most conservative persistence estimates. Additionally, while we
may be able to identify potential failure events, and even estimate block volume from visible structure,
we won’t know the degree of fracturing expected as part of the disaggregation of the source volume.
With this in mind, it is important that we also use a range of fragmentation values as well. The use of a
suite of material coefficients, volumes, and levels of fragmentation, allows us to produce an envelope of
potential rockfall runout rather than a single deterministic result.
An example suite of simulations has been produced for the 24 m3 overhanging wedge failure at
White Canyon East. Varying source volumes were not used in this case as the rockfall has already
occurred, and the source volume is known. The material coefficients used were based on the five
parameter sets from Table 1, each of which produced a positive comparison at one of the five sites.
These five material parameterizations were each run for three levels of fragmentation (250 fragments,
500 fragments, 1000 fragments) produced using Voronoi fracturing in Blender. Using these 15
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simulations the distribution of potential rockfall runout for the event was produced. Each point shown
on the slope surface in Figure 4-17 is the end position of a fragment from one of the 15 simulations. The
red points represent the runout of 95% of the simulated volume. This boundary illustrates that the
majority of the material from the event, based on 15 different simulation parameterizations, is retained
by the trackside ditch. This result compares well with the actual change detection from the event in
which all of the rockfall material appears to have come to rest in the gully above track or in the trackside
ditch. The 99% (purple) and 100% (blue) runout boundaries are also shown, illustrating that a portion of
the additional 5% of simulated material does come to rest in the track area.
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Figure 4-17: Results of the 15 simulation iterations run for the 24 m3 wedge sliding event at White Canyon East.
Each point represents the end point of a simulated fragment in one of the 15 simulations run. The envelope of
red points indicates the runout of 95% of the simulated volume, with the purple and blue portions representing
envelopes containing the additional 4% and 1% of the material respectively.

4.4.2 Volume Comparisons and Ditch Design
From an engineering design perspective, one application of this simulation technique is the assessment
of mitigation performance. The simulation of a fragmental rockfall event as a single large block
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overestimates potential impact energies and underestimates the spatial distribution of impacts possible
when rockfall volumes runout as hundreds or thousands of individual, interacting fragments. The
simulation of rockfall volumes as a collection of free-moving fragments allows us to produce more
realistic material accumulations in retaining ditches adjacent to the track.
Using the 15 simulations run for the 24 m3 White Canyon East wedge sliding event, we can
analyze the distribution of accumulated material along the slope surface. Figure 4-18 shows the same
end point locations as in Figure 4-17 but in section view. Also included is a plot displaying the volume of
accumulated material along the slope surface in section. From this distribution we observe a notable
peak in volume occurring at the location of the trackside ditch. This style of volume accumulation curve
allows us to visualize the effectiveness of countermeasures at retaining material. In preparation for an
expected rockfall event, or during the construction of new ditches along a section of railway or highway,
this analysis could be run to evaluate the effectiveness of different ditch shapes, or the use of simple
retaining structures like lock blocks. Additionally, the retention capacity and the effectiveness of
countermeasures with different levels of material already accumulated could be tested.
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Figure 4-18: A section view of the 15 simulation iterations run for the 24 m3 wedge sliding event at White
Canyon East. The top plot shows the accumulation of simulated fragments across the section. The notable
peak visible at 270 m is in alignment with the location of the track-side catchment ditch.

In the initial 15 simulations run for the White Canyon East wedge sliding event, the pre-failure
slope surface was used in order to best match the expected conditions on the slope during runout. We
can also re-run these 15 simulations using the post-failure slope surface. In this case, the ditch area is
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full of debris and large rockfall fragments from the 24 m3 event, representing a ditch near retention
capacity. The simulation results using the post-failure surface conditions can be seen in Figure 4-19,
compared to the initial pre-failure analysis. From this we can see that the 95% volume runout boundary
has moved closer to the track for the full ditch scenario, with some end points now touching the track
boundary. A comparison of the two volume accumulation profiles for these different ditch scenarios can
be seen in Figure 4-20. Two vertical lines indicate the location of the 95% volume-runout boundary for
the two curves, with the red line indicating the start of the track area. The use of the post-failure, full
ditch slope model, resulted in the 95% boundary moving forward 1.2 m, illustrating a decrease in the
effectiveness of the ditch at stopping material when full. From a back-analysis perspective this effect on
runout illustrates the importance of using the pre-failure slope conditions for our simulation
comparisons. From a forward analysis perspective, it may not be possible to know the state of the ditch
during the runout event, and therefore different ditch conditions should be simulated in order to get an
idea of the range of possible outcomes when evaluating countermeasure options.
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Figure 4-19: Comparison of the 15 simulation iterations of the 24 m3 wedge sliding event using the pre-fall (empty) and
post-fall (full) ditch geometries. In the full ditch scenario the 95% and 99% runout boundaries have shifted further
forward into the track area, indicating a decreased effectiveness in the ditch at stopping material from reaching the
track.
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Figure 4-20: The distribution of simulated volume for the pre-fall and post-fall ditch geometries is shown. The
vertical grey and black lines indicate the 95% volume-runout boundaries for the two cases. Simulation using
the post-fall (full) ditch geometry results in the 95% volume-runout boundary shifting 1.2 m closer to the
inside rail.

A comparison of the percentage of rockfall volume retained in different areas of the model for
the empty and full ditch scenarios is shown in Figure 4-21. Simulation using the post-fall ditch geometry
results in almost twice as much material reaching track level. Additionally, we can look at the size
distribution of the fragments which end up in the track area. A plot showing the size distribution of
simulated fragments which reached track level in the full ditch scenario is also shown in Figure 4-21. The
use of volume-based runout envelopes up to this point has been due to the fact we are not interested
solely in the number of fragments which reach the track but also their size. This is due to the fact that
different sized fragments have different implications from a hazard management perspective. For
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example, in the CN Rockfall Hazard Risk Assessment framework (Abbot et al. 1998a; 1998b), rockfall
fragments with maximum dimensions of 0.3 – 1 m are noted as the sizes most likely to cause
derailments due to their potential to get wedged underneath a train car. Of the 11% of simulated
fragments which reach the track in the 15 simulations of the full ditch scenario, approximately 57% of
them fall within the 0.3 – 1 m size range.

Figure 4-21: A schematic overview of the volume percentages stopping at different locations for the 15 simulation
iterations using the empty and full ditch geometries. Simulation using the full ditch geometry resulted in nearly twice as
much material reaching track level. The distribution of the grain sizes which reached track level in the full ditch scenario
is also shown.

4.4.3 Limitations
While the generation of simulated change detection is a novel method for comparing simulation results
to the types of data collected at our field sites, it has several limitations. The choice to perform a
change-based comparison was due to the types of data that have been collected to date at our field
sites, which consists primarily of TLS point clouds and complimentary site photos. The majority of
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rockfall investigation conducted for these sites has been primarily based on change detection results.
For example, rockfall events identified in the change detection have been used to build frequencymagnitude relationships for the slope, and to look for relationships between failure mechanism and prefailure deformation (van Veen et al. 2017; Kromer et al. 2018).
While change detection results, and accompanying site photos, allow us to identify areas where
volumes of material have been lost from the slope, indicating a rockfall has occurred, we do not observe
the events directly, and therefore cannot know the actual travel path of the fall. Scans of each slope
section are only collected on a seasonal basis, approximately every 3 months. This prohibits us from
being able to say whether or not a given event fell all at once, or as a sequence of smaller falls. It has
been shown by van Veen et al. (2017) and Williams et al. (2018) that scan frequency affects the
perceived volume of falls identified using sequential TLS scans, with less frequent scanning resulting in
several small events being interpreted as a single large rockfall volume. Without evidence to suggest a
multi-staged failure, the entire 3D source volume has been used for our runout simulations. Currently,
for simulation comparison to rockfall identified using change detection, the only way to avoid the
coalescing of smaller rockfall volumes is a higher temporal resolution for data collection. Similarly, if
small amounts of rockfall debris did impact or come to rest in the track boundary after an event, it will
have almost certainly been removed prior to the following data collection campaign in order to continue
safe railway operation. This removed material may be placed back into the track-side collection ditches.
As a result, we currently have no way to assess whether or not the runout of smaller simulated
fragments out of the ditches and onto the track, seen in several of the simulations, is realistic or not.
Another notable limitation in this work is the size of fragments used for simulation. One of the
goals of simulating these falls as a fractured volume, is an attempt to better capture the size of the
mobile fragments that make up these rockfall events. While the use of 3D fracturing techniques has
moved us closer to this goal, current physics performance in the game engine limits the number of
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mobile fragments we can have interacting with each other and the high-resolution slope geometry
simultaneously. For this work, using the computing hardware currently available to us, simulations are
typically limited to 1000 fragments or less in order to prevent missed collisions between objects, and
leaky meshes. When too many rockfall fragments are simulated simultaneously, the high poly-count of
the slope mesh in combination with many moving fragments, can result in the physics solver missing
collisions as too many computations are being performed at once. For small, fast moving fragments, a
missed collision can result in the fragment slipping through the slope surface, causing erroneous volume
loss in the simulation. This limitation on the number of fragments which can be used means larger
simulated grain sizes when compared to observations from the actual event accumulations, especially
for larger initial source volumes. This can be seen in the simulated change results for each of the five
events, with a coarser texture, and some elevated levels of change in the accumulation areas.
One of the reasons for this current limitation is that the physics pipeline in the Unity Game Engine
is run on the CPU. Recent advances in the NVIDIA PhysX Engine, the physics engine used by Unity3D, is
now allowing for GPU accelerated rigidbody physics, and the simulation of over 50,000 objects
simultaneously. While this is not yet available in current versions of Unity3D, this functionality could
allow for the simulation of more accurate grain sizes, and even larger rockfall events.

4.5 Conclusions
Five rockfall simulations were run based on TLS change detection inputs from events identified at our
field sites in south-central British Columbia. The simulations utilized high-resolution 3D meshes
generated from 6 – 10 cm TLS point clouds, and complex rockfall volumes, extracted from pre- and postevent scans. The fracturing of source rockfall volumes enabled the modelling of fragmental rockfall
runout, taking into consideration the interaction of fragments with each other as well as slope stopping
features such as gullies and ditches. The results of this work demonstrate the ability of our rockfall
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modelling prototype to produce runout material accumulations which agree well with observed change
from the actual events. With no direct observations of rockfall runout, or on-site measurement, the
conversion of post-simulation mesh data in order to produce simulated change detection presents a
novel way to perform rockfall runout comparison in the absence of other data types.
The application of the technique to mitigation design was also discussed, demonstrating the
potential of the model to be used for investigating the effectiveness of rockfall catchment ditches. This
type of analysis, visualizing the accumulation of rockfall runout volume downslope, could also be applied
to the assessment of other countermeasure options such as lock block retaining walls or rock sheds. The
ability to perform these types of analyses is limited in other conventional rockfall modelling programs,
as they are often able to simulate only a single moving block at a time. While these models are very
useful for single block falls, and regional runout assessments, they are unable to capture the build-up of
rockfall material on the slope, which can affect the path of subsequent rockfall fragments and the
effectiveness of retaining structures. The simulation of these falls as multiple moving bodies in our
technique is able to capture this interaction between rockfall material and the finite capacity of the
structures used for rockfall protection.
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Thesis Objectives
The overall goal of this thesis was to investigate the capabilities of a modern game engine as a platform
for the simulation of rockfall runout in 3D. This work is a continuation of the original proof of concept
completed by Ondercin (2016). The work aimed to improve the original workflow for building gameengine hosted rockfall simulations, and to more rigorously test whether or not the technique is capable
of producing 3D trajectories which are realistic when compared to observed runout from field
experiments and natural rockfall.
The research was broken down into three main components: i) the process of building a rockfall
simulation using Unity3D and complimentary 3D software tools; ii) simulation testing including an
investigation into material coefficients and comparison with rockfall runout datasets; iii) application of
the technique to fragmental rockfall simulation using high-resolution TLS inputs.

5.1.1 Simulation Workflow
The necessary steps to produce a rockfall runout simulation using Unity3D were presented in Chapter 2.
The workflow is presented in the context of setting up a simulation based on TLS data inputs and shows
the progression from remote sensing data collected in the field (3D point clouds and site panoramas) to
a functioning simulation inside the game engine. This includes a description of the software tools used
for each step of the process, detailing the flow of information between CloudCompare, Blender, and
Unity3D.
A thorough look at the steps used to setup simulations aided in the identification of potential
areas of improvement. The two most significant improvements to the modelling workflow presented in
this thesis were the ability to incorporate true 3D shape for rockfall events as well as the ability to
simulate these 3D shapes as a volume of fractured material. Prior to these developments, the simulation
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of rockfall volumes believed to be made up of multiple blocks was achieved using a collection of cubes
or other 3D primitives, placed at an approximate location in the source area. Extraction of 3D rockfall
shape from pre- and post-fall slope surfaces allows us to simulate the runout of past rockfall events
using more appropriate volumes and release locations. An example of the previous and current
approach for simulating these types of rockfall events in Unity is shown for a small 1.5 m3 event in Figure
5-1. The ability to now use the post-fall failure surface as the back of our simulated rockfall volume,
provides a tighter coupling between the rockfall mass and slope in the source zone. Not only does this
addition to the workflow result in source zone conditions which are more realistic, it also decreases
setup time, as the process for creating these geometries requires minimal intervention by the user. The
workflow requires no positioning of blocks into rockfall clusters manually, and instead maintains the
true location of the failed rockfall volume relative to the slope surface throughout the model generation
process.

Figure 5-1: Comparing the previous (A) and current (B) approaches to modelling multi-block rockfall volumes.

Another goal of thoroughly documenting the simulation procedure was to not only support
continued in-house development but also in the hopes that the availability of a detailed set of
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instructions will encourage the use of these techniques by other researchers. As the method matures it
will benefit from being tested by other users, evaluating its usefulness as a simulation tool to other
rockfall datasets in the literature, and for future rockfall experiments not yet published.

5.1.2 Simulation Testing
A suite of simulation tests were run in Chapter 3, exploring the interaction of model inputs and
comparing model performance to rockfall datasets from the literature. Test simulations investigating the
effects of different model input parameters such as material coefficients and rockfall shape were
completed. Rockfall events from two published field studies were simulated using our technique,
demonstrating its ability to model observed rockfall runout.
Rockfall models are used as tools to support hazard and risk analysis for rockfall events. Like any
model, it is only useful if we have confidence in its ability to replicate the processes we are studying. The
goal of the Ehime and Port Hills simulations presented in Chapter 3 were to test whether or not the
game-engine physics were capable of modelling 3D trajectories which agreed with runout behaviour for
rockfall on real slopes. Kinematic data collected during the Ehime drop tests by Ushiro et al. (2009)
permitted the comparison of simulated translational and rotational rockfall velocities, information rarely
available for rockfall events. This comparison demonstrated that the model is capable of simulating
rockfall movement with translational and rotational velocities which agreed reasonably well with the
trends observed during the Ehime drop tests. Similarly, the simulations run for the Port Hills datasets
showed positive results when compared to the boulder runout distribution mapped at Mt. Rapaki by
Borella et al. (2016) and the trajectory and rotational velocity data from the boulder drop test at Mt.
Vernon completed by Vick (2015).
The back-analysis of rockfall events from field experiments or natural falls is very useful for
model development, allowing us to test the ability of our model to simulate rockfall trajectories which
were observed. In these cases, we know to a certain degree, information pertinent to the size, shape,
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and location of falls which took place. From a forward modelling perspective, especially in the case of
slope scale or regional models, it is unlikely this information will be available. As a result, these models
require the user to select appropriate inputs in order for the model to be useful and produce results
which we have confidence in. With this in mind the goal of the parametric investigation completed in
Chapter 3 was to investigate the effects that input variability may have on our simulation prototype.
Several inputs were tested and no unexpected model behaviour was observed.
Tests focused on material coefficients found no sensitivities in the case of the coefficient of
restitution or viscoplastic ground drag. Varying the coefficient of friction had a notable effect on
rotational velocity, producing two distinct behaviours. Rotational velocity trends are low when
coefficients of friction are below the slope angle threshold and higher when the threshold is crossed.
This is related to a transition in block movement away from sliding to rolling as the friction increases,
which was the behaviour we expected to observe. Tests involving the three end-member Sneed and Folk
(1989) block shapes showed that block shape does affect runout, and in cases where non-equant block
shapes are used, release orientation is highly important. Tests focused on slope resolution showed that
resolution impacts runout behaviour but is dependent on block size relative to slope roughness and its
representation at the given mesh resolution. With further simulation testing it is likely that a
relationship between model block size, surface roughness, and the necessary mesh resolution for
simulation could be established.

5.1.3 Simulation Application
Five rockfall events detected from sequential TLS datasets at field sites in south-central BC were
modelled using our game-engine based simulation method. These simulations showcased the ability of
our method to simulate rockfall based on inputs from change detection analysis using the workflow
presented in Chapter 2. The simulations used 3D surface meshes generated from point clouds with 10
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cm points spacings or less. Rockfall source volumes for simulation were extracted from the pre- and
post-fall laser scans and fractured in Blender using Voronoi fracture networks.
A simulated change detection analysis was run for each of the events, measuring differences
between the pre- and post-fall geometries in the simulation environment. This method of comparison
presented in Chapter 4 provided a novel way of comparing simulation results to rockfall events originally
identified solely from change detection, with no direct observation or measurement in the field possible.
In each of the five cases the simulations were capable of producing realistic rockfall runout which agreed
relatively well with the spatial distribution and magnitude of change observed in the actual event
change detection. This included agreement between the percentage of source rockfall volume retained
in different areas, with less than 5% difference in general volume distribution for any simulation.
Potential use of the simulation technique in support of forward modelling for rockfall
countermeasure design was also discussed. A suite of simulations for the 24 m3 White Canyon East
wedge sliding event was run using five different slope material parameter sets and three levels of
fragmentation. These simulations were used to look at the distribution of rockfall material deposited
along the slope between the source and track area. Fifteen simulations were run using both the pre-fall
and post-fall ditch geometries in order to investigate the effectiveness of the track-side ditch at
retaining rockfall material at different capacities. The results of this analysis showed that in the post-fall
(full) ditch scenario, nearly twice as much rockfall material made it to the track level, illustrating the
importance of ditch clearing. This approach could also be used to investigate the effectiveness of
different ditch shapes, or the installation of lock blocks at the front of a ditch. Similarly, this method of
volume analysis could be used to investigate the diversion of rockfall material using a deflection berm or
rock shed. The work presented in this chapter demonstrated one way in which our game-engine based
modeling technique could be used to support railway operations.
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5.2 Limitations and Future Work
As an extension of the results discussed for Chapters 2, 3 and 4, important considerations, limitations,
and recommended future work from this thesis are outlined in the following sections.

5.2.1 Rockfall Fragmentation
One of the key developments presented in this thesis is the ability of our rockfall simulation workflow to
model complex source geometries comprised of many moving fragments. While this process is a step
forward in the simulation of fragmental rockfall events, a discussion of current limitations is important.
The two main limitations that currently exist with our approach to fragmentation are fragmentation
timing and the distribution and size of rockfall fragments used.

5.2.1.1 Fragmentation Timing
The events modelled in Chapter 4 were not observed directly and therefore it is not possible, using the
available TLS data and site photographs, to understand at what point fragmentation took place during
the event. While the post-fall accumulations visible in the photos and change detection indicate that the
final state of the source volumes were deposits of course rock fragments, the transition from coherent
rockmass to thousands of fragments could have occurred immediately on detachment, or as a result of
impact during the first or subsequent collisions between the source volume and slope surfaces.
The current workflow, and the events modelled in Chapter 5, simulate the release of rock from
the source zone as a gravity-induced, rapid unravelling of highly jointed material (Figure 5-2a). It is
possible that this unravelling of jointed rockmass could have instead occurred slowly over time as small
isolated events (Figure 5-2b). Alternatively, the separation of the source mass into individual blocks
could have occurred as a result of loading during impact (Figure 5-2c). At the same time, the decision to
model the events as a rapid disaggregation of jointed rock was not arbitrary. This style of fragmentation
is akin to the disaggregation-without-breakage rockfall mechanism described in Ruiz-Carulla et al.
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(2017), in which the rockfall body separates along discontinuities present in the source rock mass, with
no breakage of individual, discontinuity-bounded blocks. This type of rockmass behaviour is also
observed in low-stress underground excavations, in which structurally controlled failures of highly
jointed or crushed rock will unravel from excavation ceilings under the influence of gravity (Palmstrom
1995).

Figure 5-2: Comparing the three potential timings of fragmentation which could have taken place for the
events discussed in Chapter 4. Red indicates which blocks are breaking away from the initial source rock
mass and travelling downslope.

The choice to model the events as a rapid unraveling of the entire source volume was also
inherently influenced by the current capabilities of the modelling technique. In Chapter 2, the possibility
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to connect fragments in the source mass using strength-based object-to-object connections was briefly
discussed. Each connection between objects can be assigned a strength value, with the connection
broken when this threshold is exceeded. The use of these connections could facilitate future simulations
in which the source mass does not disaggregate immediately but instead as a result of force from
impact. While this is one potential method for simulating break-up of the source volume during runout,
field data to support the calibration of these connections is not currently available.

5.2.1.2 Fragment Size Distribution
One of the goals of modelling rockfall source volumes as a collection of rock fragments was to better
capture the size of mobile fragments involved in the rockfall events rather than using a single large
block. While this effect was achieved using our modelling workflow, it should be noted that an
evaluation of actual versus simulated grain size distribution has not been completed.
The current method used for source volume fragmentation is Voronoi fracturing. In 3D this
method partitions the source mesh into disjoint convex polyhedra, based on seed points distributed in
the mesh volume (Ledoux 2007). Several parameters can be set in the fracturing algorithm including the
recursive partitioning of larger fragments, and control over fragment shape. Detailed testing of these
parameters has not yet been completed but examples of recursive fracturing and shape effects can be
seen in Figure 5-3. While the use of this method is capable of rapidly creating fragmented 3D volumes,
ready for use inside the Unity game engine, the fracture network produced is not based on actual
discontinuities in the rock mass. For rock masses which are less jointed, planes can be used in Blender to
separate the source volume into blocks based on discrete joints mapped from available imagery or 3D
models of the slope. In the case of the White Canyon and Goldpan events, where hundreds to thousands
of fragments were visible in the post fall accumulations, the mapping of discrete joint planes was not
practical. For these cases the choice to use Voronoi fracture networks, instead of discrete joint planes
was to capture the sheer number of fragments present in the rockfall deposits.
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Figure 5-3: Showing the results of different Voronoi fracturing methods. Recursive fracturing in b) results in
the additional fracturing of the initial convex polyhedra in a). Shape constraints in c) result in the elongation
of the convex polyhedra, creating a more sheet-like fracture network.

From a size perspective, the fragments deposited from the rockfall events in Chapter 4 are
clearly not unimodal, with a variety of grain sizes present. Grain size distributions for these events were
not created due to a lack of adequate data required to do so with any accuracy. Point spacing in the TLS
data is too sparse to be able to isolate individual grains. Additionally, vantage points from our scan sites
often result in notable occlusions at the track level, and therefore missing data in the post-fall debris
piles. Photos of the events do capture the post-fall debris, but due to the oblique angle of the images,
and homogenous color of the debris, accurate image-based grain segmentation is challenging.
A select few fragments measured for the White Canyon East 24 m3 case show approximate sizes
ranging from 1.6 m to <0.05 m. Size ranges for the coarsest (250 fragments) and finest (1000 fragments)
models of the 24 m3 event were 0.09 m – 0.8 m and 0.02 m – 0.6 m respectively. While we do not have a
full grain size distribution for the actual event we can see from these measurements that the grain sizes
produced using the current Voronoi fracture parameters underestimate the largest block sizes and
result in an overall smaller range of values. In terms of the smaller grains, the 2 cm minimum size of the
1000 fragment model is sufficient to capture the lower size limit of the 24 m3 event. It is important to
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keep in mind though that grains from the event smaller than 5 cm are clearly present but are not
measurable as the images are too noisy at this scale due to resolution limitations. Ultimately more
investigation needs to be done into fine-tuning the parameters of the Voronoi fracturing process in
order to produce grain sizes with a broader range of values and that more accurately reflect the sizes
produced by events in our study area. In order to do this, complete grain size distributions for events in
in our rockfall database, and from other events in the literature, will need to be generated.

5.2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Game-Engine Based Modelling
The rockfall simulation technique discussed throughout this thesis has the following advantages
compared to available rockfall modelling techniques:
•

Supports high-resolution (<10 cm), fully 3D slope models

•

Simulates multiple moving objects at once

•

Uses a fully scriptable platform

As with any tool, this technique was designed with a specific purpose in mind: modelling rockfall for
the slopes we monitor in south-central British Columbia, leveraging the quality of high-resolution TLS
data being collected at these sites. As a result, the technique is best suited towards modelling at the
event scale, targeting a specific rockfall block or area of unstable slope. While the work presented in this
thesis demonstrated the ability of the technique to do this, that does not mean it is the best option for
all rockfall modelling applications.
The goal of many rockfall studies is to determine rockfall runout limits in support of hazard zoning at
a regional scale. Due to the terrestrial nature of the TLS platform this data is not available at the regional
scale. Instead aerial LiDAR datasets are often used with resolutions in the 1 m or greater range.
Additionally, specific information pertaining to the size and shape of rockfall blocks, and their potential
failure mechanism, is also often unknown. This means that regional and slope scale forward models
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often assume simpler single block falls. While our technique can produce slope scale models using single
blocks, such as the Mt. Rapaki model which used 1 m aerial LiDAR and sourced single boulders at a time,
several other rockfall models exist which can do the same. In fact, these single block fall scenarios are
the approach taken in almost all conventional rockfall simulation programs used in the literature today.
These programs have existed for years and have been applied and validated in the literature for many
different rockfall studies. For these regional applications, modelling individual blocks, using Blender and
Unity3D is unnecessarily complex, and ultimately more time consuming when compared to the several
mature and validated modelling programs which are currently available.

5.2.3 Recommended Future Work
As this modelling technique continues to develop, it will benefit from further testing using rockfall
datasets available in the literature, similar to the work completed in Chapter 3. Example datasets include
rockfall rolling experiments conducted in Vaujany, France by Dorren et al. (2006), as well as the Swiss
rockfall study by Volkwein et al. (2018). The former has been used by other modelling techniques, such
as Rockyfor3D, in order to look at the interaction of rockfall with forest protection. The ability to model
rockfall interaction with tree cover is not yet present in the Unity workflow but is a necessary future
addition should the model be used for rockfall simulation on forested slopes. The latter study makes use
of embedded kinematic sensors and provides useful information on translational and rotational block
velocities for rockfall drop tests conducted in the Oberalp region of Swizterland. As was discussed in
Chapter 3, access to this type of rockfall velocity data is rare and would provide useful information for
testing our model.
Another recommendation is to investigate the use of additional rebound models proposed in
the literature. The various rockfall modelling programs available today (Rocfall, Rockyfor3D,
RAMMS:ROCKFALL) each implement their own collision models, making use of different material
coefficients such as friction, restitution, and surface roughness. For example, RAMSS:ROCKFALL uses a
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non-linear slip-dependent friction model which increases the amount of friction applied during collision
to model the build-up of soil material in front of the rockfall (Bartelt et al. 2016). While this style of
frictional behaviour may not be necessary for rock slope applications, it would be useful for soil slopes
like in the Ehime and Port Hills cases. The ability to integrate different rebound models for different
slope conditions and rockfall scenarios would be a useful addition to our simulation method, making it
more flexible for future case studies.
As has been discussed previously, GPU acceleration is now available for the NVIDIA PhysX rigid
body system. While it is not yet available for use in Unity3D, investigation into the capabilities of this
GPU rigid body pipeline for the simulation of larger fragmental rockfalls and rockslides should be
completed. In general, exploring the use of the NVIDIA PhysX API, outside of its implementation in Unity,
would be useful. Simulation using PhysX directly would give access to the full suite of physics capabilities
developed by NVIDIA, such as the NVIDIA Blast and NVIDIA FleX systems. NVIDIA Blast is geared towards
destructible environments and would offer built-in fragmentation, rather than fracturing in Blender,
followed by import to Unity. NVIDIA FleX utilizes particle-based solvers to provide non-rigid “soft body”
physics, as well as fluid simulation, and could provide novel methods to approach dampening due to
plastic deformation in granular deposits and soils (Macklin et al. 2014).
Lastly, while many of the workflow steps used to produce the simulations in this thesis are easily
manageable for someone experienced in working with point cloud or mesh datasets, the game engine
component of the process is likely foreign to most people. An important step forward in turning this
method from an in-house modelling workflow to a useable technique for others, would be the
development of some form of user interface in Unity. The majority of setup time in Unity is the same for
every new simulation created, and as a result, a pre-built simulation scene taking care of these steps,
with import tools for slope and rockfall assets should be created. This would allow users to at least run
initial simulations without the need for an in-depth understanding of the various components and
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parameters in the game-engine. Automating these steps would increase the overall user-friendliness of
the workflow and potentially encourage future use and research into this method of simulation by other
scientists studying rockfall hazards.
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Appendix A: C# Scripts for Unity3D
The scripts written for the purpose of generating rockfall simulations in Unity3D have been included as
part of this thesis work. The four scripts included are written in C#. By no means do these scripts reflect
the most efficient solutions which could have been written in C# for Unity3D and are instead the
product of much trial and error. The DataMaster_Contact and RFData_Collect scripts are both updated
versions of the original code written by Matthew Ondercin during his master’s work which preceded this
thesis. A brief description of the scripts and their use inside Unity is provided below.

DataMaster_Contact
The DataMaster_Contact script is used to store data which is collected during simulation. The script is
attached to an empty game object which is placed in the scene and receives data from the simulated
rockfall fragments. Whenever a rockfall fragment is deleted, the information collected by the
RFDataCollect_Contact script, which is attached to each rockfall object, is transferred to the
DataMaster_Contact object. Using keyboard inputs, this script enables the user to save data (“space
bar”), as well as draw the 3D trajectory lines and slope impact points of each fragment (“d”).
Data from the script is saved in .CSV format. Three separate .CSV datasets are exported in the
current version of the DataMaster_Contact script. The first is the master dataset which contains
information collected at a fixed time step throughout the course of the simulation. This dataset is saved
as Saved_Data.csv and contains information such as the 3D position of the block in space at each time
step, translational velocity, rotational velocity, and pass height above the slope. The next two datasets
are called CollisionIN_data.csv and CollisionOUT_data.csv. Information for these datasets is collected
every time a rockfall fragment impacts the slope surface in simulation, and is separated into data
collected just prior to collision (inbound) and just after collision (outbound). This information includes
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the collision point location, as well as the translational and rotational velocity of the rockfall pre- and
post-collision.

RFDataCollect_Contact
The RFDataCollect_Contact script is used to collect data about the moving rockfall objects during
simulation. The script is attached to all rockfall objects in the scene. The script polls the physics system
in the game-engine at a fixed time interval to collect information about the rockfall object such as its
position, its velocity, and its distance above the slope surface. When the objects come to rest in the
simulation, or the user inputs “x”, the rockfall game object is deleted and its data is passed to the
DataMaster_Contact script. For simulations of isolated fragmental rockfall events from single source
zones, such as the events modelled in Chapter 4, the deletion of rockfall objects when they come to rest
is disabled. We are interested in how the build-up of fragmental rockfall material interacts with ditches
and affects the runout of other rockfall fragments, and therefore do not want to delete the fragments
immediately when they stop moving. This deletion based on movement is currently removed by
commenting out the first EndRock() method call in FixedUpdate(). In-code commenting indicates where
this takes place. We recognize that the need to comment out code in order to fit different use-cases is
not an ideal solution. Numerous subtly different versions of this script have also been created as part of
this work to suit different use-cases. This is also not an ideal solution, and is something we plan to
address in updated versions of the code base.

TalusDrag
The TalusDrag script is used to apply drag force to the simulated rockfall objects during collision with
the slope surface. This script is attached to each rockfall game object in the scene. The drag force is
calculated based on the viscoplastic ground drag equation from the RAMSS::ROCKFALL model. Each
section of the slope game object in the scene is assigned a numeric tag. When setting up a simulation for
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a given site, different slope materials are assigned different tags. For example if we had rock and talus at
a given site, sections of the slope mesh corresponding to rock would be assigned a value of 0 and talus
sections a value of 1. The user specifies which numeric tags will have drag coefficients using the input
field generated on the TalusDrag component of the rockfall game object. Whenever the rockfall object
collides with the slope the TalusDrag script checks the slope mesh sections numeric tag, and applies the
corresponding drag coefficient.

Location_Dropper
The Location_Dropper script is used to source rockfall objects in the simulation scene. Numerous
versions of this script exist for different use-cases. The version included was for the Mt. Rapaki case
study presented in Chapter 3. The script uses a text file of pre-determined source points to seed rockfall
in the simulation. The rockfalls are sourced from a random orientation. The script selects the shape, size
and angularity of the blocks sourced from distributions written in the script. As shape, size and
angularity data was not available for the other simulations run in this thesis, the distributions were
written directly in the script rather than using modifiable input fields. This is a very inefficient solution as
it requries the user to make significant changes to this section of the script in order to use different
distributions. This is something we plan to address in updated versions of the code base. A simple
solution would be scalable 2D vectors, exposed in the Unity inspector for users to adjust as needed, with
booleans in order to remove shape, size, or angularity fields if that data is not available.
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Appendix B: Fragmental Rockfall Event Photos
The events discussed in Chapter 4 were simulated as fragmental rockfalls. This was due to the highly
jointed nature of the source rockmasses and the visible accumulations of coarse rock fragments postrockfall. Similar to the event photos shown for the 24 m3 wedge sliding event at White Canyon East,
event photos of the pre- and post-fall source and accumulation areas are shown for the other four
rockfall events from Goldpan and the White Canyon.
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Figure B-1: Before and after photos of the 170 m3 wedge sliding event at Goldpan. The top row shows the pre-fall debris present on the slope and
rock shed (A-B), as well as the pre-fall source zone (C). The bottom row shows the post-fall accumulation on the slope and rock shed (D-E), as well
as the post-fall source zone (F).
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Figure B-2: Before and after photos of the 32 m3 flexural toppling event at White Canyon East. The top row shows the pre-fall debris present
in the trackside ditch (A), as well as the pre-fall source zone (B). The bottom row shows the post-fall accumulation in the track-side ditch (C),
as well as the post-fall source zone (D).
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Figure B-3: Before and after photos of the 15 m3 planar sliding event at White Canyon West. The top row shows the pre-fall debris present in
the trackside ditch (A), as well as the pre-fall source zone (B). The bottom row shows the post-fall accumulation in the track-side ditch (C), as
well as the post-fall source zone (D).
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Figure B-4: Before and after photos of the 8 m3 planar sliding event at White Canyon West. The top row shows the pre-fall debris
present in the trackside ditch (A), as well as the pre-fall source zone (B). The bottom row shows the post-fall accumulation in the trackside ditch (C), as well as the post-fall source zone (D).
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